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Abstract  
 

The landscape of the mountainous region of Hiroshima prefecture is unique in Japan. It provides 

opportunities for the development of run-of- river numerous projects. To design these kinds of projects 

effectively, long-term streamflow records are necessary. However, in order to assess the dynamics of rivers, 

a reliable characterization of river streamflow during unsteady flow regimes is of paramount importance. 

Measuring stage is one of the most common methods practiced at permanent gauging stations. Stage records 

are subsequently transformed to discharge by means of an estimated stage-discharge relationship, referred 

to as the Rating Curve (RC) method. To the best of my knowledge, there is currently no accepted approach 

to estimating discharge uncertainties. An empirical one-to-one relationship between water level and 

discharge evaluated from RC is determined under the important assumption that streamflow is steady, 

therefore, this method may be not precise in the case of streams that are subjected to unsteady flows. On 

the other hand, the development of various techniques and instruments has led to improved streamflow 

measurements. Among them, the Fluvial Acoustic Tomography System (FATS) that has been developed 

recently by Hiroshima University is proven to be able to manage various hydrological issues and problems 

and can be considered a promising technology in the field of water resources. In this context, this thesis 

focuses on the high-frequency and long-term monitoring of streamflow variations in the Gono River which 

is a shallow gravel-bed river located in the mountainous region of the Miyoshi-city of Hiroshima, Japan. 

This work is divided into three themes: (i) scaling characteristics of mountainous river flow fluctuations 

determined using a shallow-water acoustic tomography system, (ii) high-frequency acoustic monitoring of 

streamflow-turbidity dynamics in a gravel-bed river during artificial dam flush, and (iii) monitoring of 

streamflow-stage hysteresis behavior of a gravel-bed river. 

The aim of the first theme is to investigate the scaling exponent properties of a mountainous river flow 

fluctuations by means of the Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) approach. Streamflow data were 

collected continuously using FATS, the results revealed that river discharge fluctuations have two scaling 

regimes and a scaling break. In contrast to the RC method, the small-scale exponent detected by the FATS 
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is estimated to be 1.02 ± 0.42% less than that estimated by RC. More importantly, the crossover times 

evaluated from the FATS delayed approximately by 42 ± 21 hr ≈2–3 days than their counterparts estimated 

by RC. The power spectral density analysis assists these findings. It is found that scaling characteristics 

information evaluated for a river using flux data obtained by RC approach might not be accurately detected, 

since this classical method assumes that flow in river is steady and depends on constructing a relationship 

between discharge and water level, while the discharge obtained by the FATS decomposes velocity and 

depth into two ratings according to the continuity equation. Hence, this work revealed the performance of 

FATS as a powerful and effective approach for continuous streamflow measurements at high-frequency 

levels. 

The findings of the first project gave motivations to investigate the characteristics of turbidity–discharge 

(T–Q) dynamics corresponding to annual artificial dam flush release in a mountainous stream. Two methods 

for evaluating discharge were used in this study: the classical RC and the FATS. Interestingly, during dam 

flush, the discharge records obtained by the FATS showed striking features of unsteady streamflow 

behavior such as discharge shoulders and, in some events, secondary discharge peaks. According to the 

T–Q hysteresis loops, two types of T–Q pattern were observed: anticlockwise, which is the most common 

type, and figure-of-eight loops. Although the observed location was relatively far from the dam flush points, 

the primary reason for the anticlockwise hysteresis seemed to be soil erosion and scouring during flushing 

process across the river pathway being transported from the relatively long distance between the sediment 

sources and observation site. 

Thirdly, the presence of the discharge shoulders as well as the secondary discharge peaks pushed us to 

monitor the unsteady behavior of streamflow, as well as, loops of streamflow-stage in this river. In order to 

determine river discharge, two methods were used: (i) the continuous slope area method (CSA), and (ii) the 

FATS. The findings showed that during a single hydrological event, the temporal variations in water slope 

has two peaks, and water slope-stage has a positive hysteresis behavior. In addition, streamflow-stage 

hysteresis loops estimated by FATS are informative more than streamflow-stages estimated by the CSA 
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method. Additionally, it was confirmed that streamflow-stage hysteresis loop increases with large-scale 

rainfall events. Finally, since it was found that streamflow-stage hysteresis loops estimated by FATS are 

informative, additional observation were included to present and to discuss the author’s field investigation 

program during which a FATS was deployed to monitor and to observe streamflow-stage hysteresis in a 

mountainous shallow river, and the corresponding water slope-stage hysteresis loops as well. The filed 

program reports the unsteady behavior of streamflow in a moderate mountainous watershed during different 

scales of rainfall events and shed light the connection between of the streamflow-water level loops with 

surface slope-water level dynamics for a full fiscal year of different seasons.  
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CHAPTER 1: Background and purpose  

 
1.1 Study Overview  

 

Our earth is governed by well-defined seasonal periodicity, nonetheless, this climate system shows complex 

behavior, since it directly subjected to several and variable perturbations that can lead to extreme climate 

events [1]. Typhoons, Tsunamis, floods, and others are major natural disasters in Japan. Therefore, 

understanding the underlying issues that control the properties of both climate and hydrological systems is 

a paramount of importance.  

Likewise, studying the dynamics of suspended sediment (SS) is necessary to further our understanding 

about drainage watershed processes and so make stronger and better management plans. Characteristics of 

a river catchment such as its geology, water drainage, slope, and land use are all features controlling the 

quantity and form of sediment mobilized into rivers [2–4]. Accordingly, there is a challenge to locate the 

sources of sediment and/or the causes of a watershed erosion and sediment storage are going on. Similarly, 

evaluation and determination of the contribution of streambank erosion to a basin budget is required in 

mitigating soil erosion and in introducing suitable protection and management practices to minimize stream 

SS and accompanying pollutant load [5,6]. 

Kawanisi et al. [7–9] launched a long-term project to measure the discharge in the Gono River by means of 

a novel hydroacoustic system called Fluvial Acoustic Tomography System (FATS). This system can 

measure the streamflow with high-frequency rates. However, they reported that the streamflow recorded 

by FATS changes at time scales of few tens of minutes to days [9]. This phenomenon in particular motivated 

the author to inspect the issues and the reason for these fluctuations what are their nature, characteristics, 

associated parameters, what are the reasons behind these fluctuations, etc. 

 Accordingly, the overreaching goal of this thesis is to address the issues subjected to long-term and high-

frequency streamflow variations in a shallow gravel-bed river in Japan focusing on three fundamental 

themes: (i) the temporal scaling characteristics of the river flux observed by FATS and understand the 

nature of these fluctuation and their properties for high-frequency discharge records mainly by detrended 
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fluctuation analysis (DFA) approach, (ii) high-frequency hydroacoustic monitoring of streamflow-turbidity 

dynamics in during artificial dam flush events, and (iii) monitor the unsteady behavior of streamflow.  

 

1.2 Objectives and motivations  

 

The fundamental goal of this research is to investigate the underlying issues subjected to long-term and 

high-frequency streamflow variations mainly by means of a novel hydroacoustic tomography system and 

compare the new estimates to other current and common methodologies used for continuous monitoring of 

discharges in unsteady shallow gravel-bed stream. Field observations of this dissertation were conducted 

in the Gono River, which is a shallow gravel-bed river located in the city of Miyoshi, Japan. The scaling 

exponent characteristics of the Gono River discharge fluctuations by means of the detrended fluctuation 

analysis (DFA) method.  

One of the important findings of the above project showed that the streamflow measured by FATS showed 

distinct temporal scaling on short time scales up to roughly 10 h compared with the corresponding discharge 

time series estimated by the RC method. This result inspired the author to go forward makeing a second 

study and to observe the variations of the streamflow behavior over high-frequency scales (i.e., short time 

periods of several hours) specifically within artificial dam flush events, and also to examine the relationship 

of the turbidity (T) and discharge (Q): (T–Q) hysteretic behavior related to lag time between peaks of 

discharge and turbidity. Therefore, the main aims of the second work are (i) to show up the properties of 

T–Q dynamics resulting from artificially operated dam flush, and (ii) to explore what information can be 

understood and observed from streamflow records obtained by FATS compared with discharges measured 

by means of the RC method. 

Of interest, during dam flush, the discharge records obtained by the FATS showed striking features of 

unsteady streamflow behaviors. These behaviors gave the motivation to monitor the unsteady performance 

of streamflow, as well as, hysteresis in streamflow-stage in the Gono River for different scales of rainfall 

events.  
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1.3 Study site and state-of-the-art 

1.3.1 Study area  
 

The Gono River catchment area is 3900 km2 located in the Miyoshi city of Hiroshima prefecture, Japan. 

The Gono River is a shallow gravel-bed river with a Manning roughness of approximately 0.03 estimated 

from the water surface profile and a bed slope of 0.11% around the observation site. The water depth at the 

observation location becomes considerably shallow under conditions of low flow. The grain-size 

distribution at the monitoring location reveals an average median size (d50) of 27 mm and an average (d90) 

of 115 mm. The grain-size distribution shows a lack of silt, fine sand, and clay [7]. The weather of Miyoshi 

is temperate, with annual average temperatures varying from 8.5°C to 19.4°C and a mean yearly 

precipitation of 1492 mm. The river is 115 m wide The Saijo River and the Basen River are the main 

tributaries of the Gono River, unite 2.7 km upstream of the observation site, and the confluent rivers meet 

the Gono River 0.9 km downstream of the junction (Fig. 1.1). The annual mean flowrate at the Ozekiyama 

gauging station (the nearest station to our experiment site), located approximately 1.1 km upstream of the 

study site, is estimated to be approximately 75 m3/s (see Fig. 1.1(a)). The locations of the experiment site 

and the FATS transducers (T1 & T2) are shown in (Fig. 1.1(b)).  

The Gono River is the habitat of the Ayu and Yamame sweetfish, which feed on sphagnum growing on 

bedrock in the Gono River streams. Therefore, according to the framework of the Ministry of Land, 

Infrastructure, Transport, and Tourism (MLIT) of Japan, to protect and promote fishery resources in the 

Gono River, water from both Haji and Haizuka dams is scheduled for flushing ordinarily once a year at the 

end of March [8]. The Haizuka dam, is built around 26 km upstream from the study area whereas the Haji 

dam, which is located around 40.2 km upstream from the experiment site.  
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Figure 1.1 (a) The Gono River and places of Haji and Haizuka dams. (b) Position of field measurement site and 

locations of installed FATS, turbidity snode (OBS), and fixed ADCP, (P1, P2, P3, P4) are the monitoring points of 

the Rinko profiler for turbidity observations. 

 

Upstream of the monitoring site and the Ozekiyama gauging station, there are four gauging stations that 

measure hourly water level alongside the river branch that takes water from the Haji dam. This enables us 

to evaluate the discharge there using the RC approach based on their specific site conditions. On the other 
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side, only three gauging stations are distributed alongside the river branch that receives the released water 

from the Haizuka dam (Fig. 1.1(a)). 

1.3.2 Fluvial Acoustic Tomography System (FATS) 
 

1.3.2.1 System description 

 
Acoustic tomography systems are efficient hydroacoustic systems in estimating several water properties 

such as current velocity, temperature, salinity, discharge, etc. Initially, the Ocean Acoustic Tomography 

(OAT) was designed to measure mesoscale ocean currents employing high-powered signals with 

transmission frequencies less than 1kHz [10,11]. Kaneko et al., [12] developed a new measuring acoustic 

tomography system that apply the operational methodology of OAT called Coastal Acoustic Tomography 

System (CATS) to map the temperature variations in the Sea of Japan. Further improvements allowed 

precise transit time measurements which led to the successful flow mapping in coastal waters [13]. 

Unlike OAT, CATS employs acoustic signals at frequencies up to 10 kHz this range of frequencies are 

important to overcome the small water areas (i.e. coastal scales) and hence to improve both receiving and 

transmission proficiency. Yet, the transmitted frequencies employed by CATS are considered as high-

power signals thus the measured sound travel time between two acoustic stations separated from each other 

are in orders of kilometers in waters depths less than 10 m.  The key reason behind the FATS is to improving 

the applications of acoustic system developed by Kaneko et al.  [12] to even shallower waters. However, 

Razaz et al. [14] examined shallower flows varying from mountainous streams (0.5 m deep) to the mouth 

of estuaries in coastal areas (maximum 10 m deep).  

The principle of FATS is based on the “time-of-travel” approach, such as using acoustic velocity meters 

[15]. Though, the acoustic signals of FATS are emitted from omnidirectional transducers in the range of 

10–55 kHz. Unlike other approaches, cross-sectional average velocity can be measured by FATS with no 

additional for any complicated post-processing steps [7]. 

FATS is supported by Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers (u-blox LEA-6T), thus the satellite 

information from those receivers enable a high-precision standard frequency (10 MHz) and precise timing 
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pulse (1 Hz), which are necessary to guarantee and maintain that both upstream and downstream systems 

run exactly concurrently. The 10-MHz signal is used as the base clock of FATS system for high-precision 

processing of the transmitting/receiving signal. Every 30 s, acoustic beats are triggered by a GPS clock and 

are transmitted simultaneously from two transducers installed across the river banks diagonally. Fig. 1.2 

illustrates the installation and operation process for the FATS in river.  

 

 

Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of the FATS and its operation in river. 

  

Since the FATS utilizes travel-time tomography approach, the arrival time of acoustic signals at the 

upstream (tup) and downstream stations (tdown) (see Fig.1.2), the sound speed (c) and streamflow velocity 

along the sound ray path (u) are determinable according to the following equations: 
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c=
L

tm
                                                                                       (2.1) 

u=
c2

2L
∆t                                                                                   (2.2) 

where L is the horizontal distance between the upstream and downstream transducers, 𝑡𝑚 =
𝑡𝑢𝑝+𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛

2
  and 

∆𝑡 = 𝑡𝑢𝑝 − 𝑡𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛. 

Field observations by means of FATS were conducted at the location designated in (Fig. 1.1). A couple of 

omnidirectional broadband transducers (T1 and T2) were installed diagonally across the river, the 

deployment of the transducers is shown in (Fig. 1.1(b)). The length of the transmission line between the 

pair of transducer was roughly 295 ±1m (varied within the years of measurement campaigns). The acoustic 

pulses (central frequency: 30 kHz) were transmitted concurrently from both transducers every 30 s. Also, 

the acoustic pulse was modulated by a single 9th order M-sequence.  

The streamflow Q by means of FATS is given as: 

𝑄 = (𝐻𝑚 − 𝑧𝐵𝑚)𝐿 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 × 𝑢𝑚                                                               (2.3) 

where L= length of the transmission line; Hm = arithmetical mean of both water levels; um = section-

averaged velocity along the acoustic path; θ = flow angle; and zBm = mean bed level along the transmission 

line can be estimated according to the below equation: 

𝑧𝐵𝑚 =
1

𝐿
∫ 𝑧𝐵(𝑦)𝑑𝑦

𝐿

0
                                                                      (2.4) 

For clarification, river cross-section during observation site is shown in (Fig. 1.3) The cross-path 

configuration can be used to determine the streamflow angle θ can be measured as demonstrated [8,16], 

however, in our observations the flow direction angle θ was measured using a moving-boat ADCP [7,17]. 

Recently, Kawanisi et al. [18] estimated the parameters zBm and θ using the discharge data from RCs 

assuming that the parameters were constant for the 1-month duration. Also, in the present study, the bed 
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level zBm between both transducers was directly measured using moving-boat ADCP and in some 

circumstances a single-beam echo sounder and updated periodically (each 4 to 6-month intervals).  

Figure 1.3 River cross-section at the observation location and the places of Transducers T1, T2. 

1.3.2.2 Error structure in discharge measurement by the FATS 

 
Kawanisi et al., [9] had fully studied the error structure affecting FATS discharge measurements. These 

errors include:  

(i) river-bed bathymetry, 

(ii) cross-sectional average velocity along the transmission line between the acoustic transducers, 

(iii) direction of the streamflow angle between the transmission line and the stream axis, and 

(iv) water depth. The errors effecting on Q are expressed as:  

 

δQ=δQhm
+δQAB

+δQum
+δQθ 

  =
𝜕𝑄

𝜕ℎ𝑚
𝛿ℎ𝑚 +

𝜕𝑄

𝜕𝐴𝐵
𝛿𝐴𝐵 +

𝜕𝑄

𝜕𝑢𝑚
𝛿𝑢𝑚 +

𝜕𝑄

𝜕𝜃
𝛿𝜃                                               (2.5) 

Therefore, the relative error of streamflow (Q) can be written as: 

𝛿𝑄

𝑄
=

𝛿𝑄ℎ𝑚

𝑄
+

𝛿𝑄𝐴𝐵

𝑄
+

𝛿𝑄𝑢𝑚

𝑄
+

𝛿𝑄𝜃

𝑄
 

 =
 δhm hm⁄

1-AB (Lhm)⁄
+

δAB AB⁄

1-L hm (AB)⁄
+

δum

um
+

δθ

cosθ sinθ
                                         (2.6) 
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The relative error for the river water depth 
𝛿𝑄ℎ𝑚

𝑄
 is equal to δhm relative to the mean water depth, i.e. Mean-

depth = hm -AB/L. Thus, for shallow streams, correct river depth estimations are important. Regarding the 

second error term (
𝛿𝑄𝐴𝐵

𝑄
) is influenced by the quality of bathymetric mapping campaign and temporal 

variations in the bottom topography. Since the uncertainty of the velocity obtained by FATS is independent 

of the velocity magnitude [7], low flows enhances the relative error. The uncertainty of the streamflow 

direction can potentially induce substantial error in the case of a small value of 𝜃 [7]. 
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Figure 1.4 Plan view for the river bathymetry around observation site (height above mean sea level), and the places 

of Transducers T1, T2. 
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CHAPTER 2: Scaling characteristics of mountainous river flow 

fluctuations determined using a shallow-water acoustic tomography 

system 

 

2.1 Introduction and purpose 

 

Well-defined seasonal periodicity governs our climate system, nonetheless, our climate system has a 

complex behavior, since it directly subjected to several and variable perturbations that can lead to extreme 

climate events [1]. Therefore, additional information is required to recognize the underlying issues that 

govern and control the properties of both hydrological and climate systems. To establish reliable evaluations, 

hydrological models need precise river discharge data. This also encompasses using robust and reliable 

measurement approaches. 

Numerous studies have examined the streamflow scaling characteristics by means of various methods [19–

25]. These works have investigated the long-memory and multifractal characteristics of river streamflow 

for quite a lot of rivers in the world. Nevertheless, the relationship between these properties and the physical 

processes that control the river flow is still not imperfectly understood [24]. 

Tessier et al. [19] examined the daily river discharge from 30 various watersheds in France with drainage 

areas of 40–200 km2. They reported that river flow fluctuations have two scaling regimes, one for time 

scales shorter than 16 days and the other for time scales exceeding 16 days. Pandey et al. [20] analyzed the 

daily river flows from 19 several river basin in the US with drainage areas varying from 5 to 1.8 × 106 km2; 

their results showed a scale break at about one week and no dependence of the multifractal parameters on 

catchment surface. Zhou et al. [21] investigated the multifractal scaling behavior of long-term records of 

daily runoff time-series in 32 subwatersheds of different watershed areas in the US ranging from 0.01 to 

333.8 km2; they reported a scale break at 6 days for some watersheds and no scale break for the other 

watersheds. 

The relationships between basin areas and long memory was studied by Mudelsee [26] by using river flow 
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records of several stations distributed in six river basins in America, Europe, and Africa. He stated that 

larger watersheds have stronger memory. 

Furthermore, Hirpa et al. [24] performed a detailed river flow fluctuation analysis of daily records from 14 

different stations in the Flint River Basin in the US with basin sizes varying from 23 to 19,606 km2. They 

concluded that river flow fluctuations have two scaling regimes and crossover times that varied from 1 to 

20 days and increased with the increase in watershed area. Moreover, they concluded that the long memory 

of river flow fluctuations does not come from long memory of the corresponding rainfall. 

In terms of river characteristics, Labat et al. [27] studied the discharge fluctuations of two karstic catchments 

in France. They reported that karstic flow fluctuations have three distinct temporal scales: the first scale 

ranged from 1 h to around 100 h, the second scale ranged from around 100 h up to 1 year and the third scale 

ranged for more than 1 year. 

Livina et al. [25] utilized the DFA method to study the temporal scaling characteristics of the discharge of 

three Bavarian rivers by using two flux time-series (a real discharge record and a corresponding ASGi 

model record). They stated that river flow records are highly short-term correlated and less correlated in 

the asymptotic range. Additionally, in most cases, the results of ASGi model described the real basin 

processes adequately. 

Kawanisi et al. [7–9] launched a long-term project to measure the discharge in the Gono River by means of 

a novel hydroacoustic system called Fluvial Acoustic Tomography System (FATS). This system can 

measure the streamflow with high-frequency rates. However, they reported that the streamflow recorded 

by FATS changes at time scales of few tens of minutes to days [9]. This phenomenon motivated us to study 

the temporal scaling characteristics of the river flux observed by FATS and understand the fluctuation 

properties of high-frequency signal discharge records mainly by detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA).  

2.2 Study site and data description 

 
Field observations using FATS were carried out at the location designated in (Fig. 1.1) and described in 

section 2.1. River discharge in this study was continuously measured using the FATS in the Gono River, 
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and the observation period for our study started from 1st December 2015, to the end of May 2016. The time 

resolution of discharge estimated by FATS was 10 min. A reference for the discharge data collected by 

FATS, the available hourly streamflow records observed by Ozekiyama gauging station (Fig. 1.1) for the 

same study period were utilized in our work. Discharge in Ozekiyama gauging station is generally estimated 

based on river stage measurements through well-established Rating Curve equations (RC) that are defined 

by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT), Japan. 

2.3 Detrended fluctuation analysis 

 

Peng et al. [28], proposed the Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) approach, which is a scaling method 

used to determine the long-range power correlation exponent in noisy signals. In this research, the DFA is 

employed to detect the long-range correlation in non-stationary time-series with trends since, it is a 

recommended approach to study the streamflow fluctuations in rivers compared to the power-spectral-

analysis method where stationarity is required [23,28–30]. The DFA can be accomplished according to the 

following steps: 

1- Identify and eliminate the periodicity from the discharge time-series, this is necessary since river 

discharge fluctuations are greatly influenced by the seasonal climate variations that otherwise could 

be confused with long-term correlation. In the case of this thesis, the mean interannual periodic 

seasonality was detected from the available hourly discharge data records provided by the MLIT, 

from 2002 to 2016, and thus, the seasonality was eliminated following the same approach described 

by JanW. Kantelhardt et al. [31] i.e., subtracting the mean over different years of each calendar day  

Q ̅(𝑖) from the record Q(i). The mean Q ̅(𝑖) is calculated for each calendar date i, (e.g., 1st of March, 

by averaging all years in the record from (2002 to 2016)) as follows: 

                                                           Bt(i)= Q(i) – �̅� , for  i=1, 2,…, n                                                    

(2.1) 

where Bt(𝑖) represents the residual sum of the fluctuation and trend components. Next, a profile y(k) is 

created by generating the cumulative sum for the time-series Bt (i) according to the following formula: 
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                                                      y(k)= ∑ 𝐵𝑡(i)  , k= 1,2,…,nk
i=1                                                                     (2.2) 

2- After determination of the profile y(k), the author split it into segments of identical length n and 

find the polynomial approximation p
n

 using least squares fit in each segment separately, 

representing the trend in each section.  

Linear, quadratic, or even higher order polynomial fit can be applied for the fitting process, leading 

to the so-called DFA1, DFA2, and DFA3, etc. However, the application of first-order DFA1 may 

yield higher correlation exponents that lead to an inaccurate estimation of the long-term persistence 

[31]. Furthermore, DFA1 is not informative in the case of analysis of such nonlinear and highly 

non-stationary data as river discharge, and because the author is interested here with investigating 

fluctuations of river discharge with high-frequency rates, DFA2 and DFA3 were applied in our 

study. 

3- The average fluctuation F(n) of the signal around the trend is given by the following formula: 

                                                    𝐹(𝑛) = √
1

𝑁
∑ (𝑦(𝑘) − 𝑝𝑛(𝑘))2𝑁

𝑘=1                                                       (2.3) 

4- This calculation is repeated over all time scales (box sizes) to characterize the relationship between 

F(n), the average fluctuation, and the box size n. As a general case, F(n) increases with box size. 

A linear relationship on a log–log plot indicates the existence of power law (fractal) scaling. Under 

such conditions, the fluctuations can be characterized by a scaling exponent α, corresponding to 

the slope of the line relating log F(n) to log(n) [28], The slope α of the line F(n)–(n) determines the 

scaling exponent: 

                                                                      𝐹(𝑛) ≈ 𝑛𝛼                                                                          (2.4) 

5- The scaling exponent α (scaling exponent, autocorrelation exponent) describes the behavior of 

time-series as: 

i.  0 < α < 0.5 indicates anti-correlated signal 

ii. α = 0.5 indicates white noise  

iii. 0.5 < α < 1 indicates correlated time series 
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iv. α = 1 indicates 1/f pink noise, and 

 

Figure 2.1 Streamflow time-series during the study period for estimated by: RC (Green), FATS (Black). 

 

v. 1 < α < 1.5 indicates random walk and α~1.5 corresponds to Brownian noise. 

 

2.4 Results and discussion 
 

2.4.1 Scaling-exponent characteristics  
 

The basic goal of this work is to explore the vague issues that is subjected to discharge fluctuations which 

occur in the very short-time periods captured by FATS. Kawanisi et al. [7,9] reported that the discharge 

time-series records obtained by means of the FATS exhibit an interesting phenomenon, which is the diurnal 

fluctuations of river flow in short term, i.e., (daily &sub-daily) fluctuations that cannot be detected by the 

classical measurement approaches. 

The discharge time-series during the study period for both FATS and RC is shown in (Fig.2.1). This figure 

presents that streamflow time-series estimated by the RC approach has a smooth behavior compared to the 

discharge time-series determined by FATS. Revealed in (Fig. 2.2) a larger window proves the existence of 

streamflow variations between FATS and RC that take place in the short-time periods. This figure displays 

the performance of FATS in detecting the high-frequency oscillations continuously measured in river 

discharge that happen in very short time scales and cannot be observed easily by other common systems.  

Regarding the DFA analysis, the author first applied the DFA approach for discharge data to evaluate the 

scaling exponents of river streamflow fluctuations. Fig.2.3 presents the DFA2 and DFA3 graphs for FATS 
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and RC discharge data over the observation period. The points of DFA on the log–log plot can be 

approximated by two lines:  

The first line has a steep slope at short lag times, while the second line has a moderate slope at longer lag 

times, which apparently reveals the presence of two scaling regimes for the discharge time-series. A linear 

regression approximation fit was calculated to the two regimes separately, excluding the points that have 

substantial deviation from the sequence of the entire points and points adjacent to the crossover to obtain 

accurate results.  

Accordingly, the least confidence interval selected for our study was 95% to calculate the DFA scaling 

exponents in our research. The intersection points of the two fitting lines procedure the crossover time that 

are revealed by the small vertical bars. It can be seen that the crossover time estimated by RC was about 75 

hours, whereas it was estimated to be approximately 127 hours by FATS. The relatively large variance 

between the crossover time observed by RC and FATS motivated us to investigate more deeply about this 

variance. Thus, the author repeated the same analysis procedure by dividing the original observed time-

series and studying two successive months, i.e., December 2015 & January 2016, January & February 2016, 

February & March 2016, March & April 2016, and April to May 2016. The purpose of this division and 

repetition is to examine the role of the external input flows (rainfall events and dam flush) on the scaling 

exponents and crossover time characteristics. Besides, the author aimed to investigate how short-term 

exponent characteristics vary over time.  

Because the author observed that the crossover time occurred within around 4 days, the author  increased 

the length of the partitioned time-series to 2 months instead of one month to make certain that the slope α 

is being correctly evaluated over the two regimes. Prior to the scaling-exponents results, it is important to 

comment on the discharge estimates within the studied period. The chart shown in Fig. 2.4 presents the 

average discharge value corresponding to each studied segment. 
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Figure 2.2 Demonstration for the FATS in detecting high-frequency variations (daily &sub-daily) of river discharge; 

RC (Green), FATS (Black), ARIMA model for forecasting baseflow within dam flush events (Red). 

 

The flow rate calculated by both methods were nearly similar. Kawanisi et al.[9] discussed the uncertainties 

of discharge obtained by FATS in contrast to RC, and they proved that the relative difference between the 

20-hr averaged QFATS estimate and the QRC does not exceed ± 6% for QFATS averaged for 20 h and discharge 

obtained by the FATS is reliable.  

The outcomes of the high-frequency scaling exponents are presented in Table.2.1 The mean values for α1 

observed by FATS and RC were roughly 1.7 and 2.2, correspondingly. Obviously, α1 exponents obtained 

by FATS are lower than their counterparts evaluated by RC. This may be justified due to the nature of the 

RC approach that shows a smooth discharge time-series. The mean difference between FATS and RC 

results is approximately 0.51±0.21, which corresponds to a difference equal to 1.02±0.42%. This difference 

may be of great importance for streams that have values approaching the limit of two adjacent 

characteristics of scaling exponents. Although the small DFA scale exponents resulted from FATS less than 

those that resulted from RC, both α1outcomes indicated Brownian noise behavior for the fluctuations of 

the time-series in high-frequency scales. Large DFA-scale exponents that reveal the long-memory 

characteristics of the river flow fluctuations are presented in the same table. As shown in this table, the  
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Figure 2.3 Detrended fluctuation analysis of orders 2 and 3 from December 1, 2015 to May 31, 2016); (a) RC 

approach pairwise comparison between DFA2 and DFA3 results, (b) FATS pairwise comparison between DFA2 and 

DFA3 results, (c) DFA2 pairwise comparison between RC and FATS results, (d) DFA3 pairwise comparison 

between RC and FATS results, and (e) overall comparison between DFA2 & DFA3 for RC and FATS. 

 

values of α2 fluctuate around 0.92. This result proves that discharge time-series has persistent long-range 

power law correlations and confirms previous findings [19–21,23,24] that show river flow has long memory. 
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Table 2.1 Scaling exponent for both DFA2 and DFA3 for streamflow estimates determined by FATS and RC in each 

studied period. 

   

 

Of interest, the results observed from the analysis of large-scale DFA exponents are reliable. That is to say, 

the values of α2 for both discharge estimate approaches FATS and RC are approximately or even same in 

some periods in terms of DFA2 or DFA3. This result proves fluctuation properties detected by FATS is 

roughly similar with other classical measurement approaches. Thus, this finding supports the other works 

of Kawanisi, et al.[7–9,32] that proved the feasibility and high performance of automatic monitoring of 

streamflow at a high temporal resolution by the FATS. 

The crossover times for our observation clearly indicates a delay in break time observed by FATS in 

contrast to RC by approximately 42±21 hours, this finding might be more significant in large catchments 

where their crossover times are high.  

To verify the reliability of our results and confirm that only two scaling regimes exist for our studied river, 

the author calculated DFA2 scaling properties for the hourly data of Ozekiyama from January 2014 to the 

end of May 2016. The DFA2 analysis for this time-series resulted in α1=2.1, α2=0.87, and crossover time 

of around 2 days. These results seem to be in the range of the former findings. Thus, the values of α2 in our 

study might be minimized from 0.92 to approximately ≈ 0.87 if the FATS time-series encompassed longer 

streamflow data of several years. 

 

 

α1 α2
Crossover 

time (hr)
α1 α2

Crossover 

time (hr)
α1 α2

Crossover 

time (hr)
α1 α2

Crossover 

time (hr)
2.27 0.91 56 1.71 0.93 102 2.37 0.94 42 1.65 0.94 97

2.22 0.93 88 1.75 0.94 151 2.25 0.90 65 1.73 0.91 128

1.97 0.90 110 1.67 0.94 126 1.97 0.90 96 1.66 0.94 129

2.05 0.91 68 1.67 0.91 90 2.09 0.91 48 1.68 0.93 83

2.19 0.91 51 1.71 0.94 90 2.26 0.90 80 1.69 0.90 83

2.17 0.91 75 1.67 0.92 138 2.22 0.92 60 1.68 0.88 112

FATS
Discharge period

DFA2 DFA3

Dec15 & Jan16

Dec15 & May16

Apr16 & May16

RC FATS RC

Jan16 & Feb16

Feb16 & Mar16

Mar16 & Apr16
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Figure 2.4 Mean flow rates estimates for both FATS (Yellow) and RC (Green) for each studied period. 

 

2.4.2 Effects of external inputs to the river regime (flood events and dam flush) on 

crossover time 

 

The outcomes in Table 2.1 indicate a variation in crossover times values within the studied periods. The 

crossover times fluctuated around a certain value. The question that arises is what kind of relationship 

existed between the crossover time and river discharge peak. To answer this question, the author focused 

on the peak characteristics of river discharge, and the discharge peaks are generated due to the intense 

rainfall events and the contribution of dam flush. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Direct runoff separation. 
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Table 2.2 Mean values of DFA2 and DFA3 results and the corresponding runoff intensity and duration for each studied 

period. 

 

 

To explore the effect of rainfall events, all discharge waves produced by rainstorm events were separated 

completely into runoff flow and baseflow by a graphical approach of hydrograph separation [33], as 

illustrated in (Fig.2.5). The separation is achieved by matching a straight line from the hydrograph point of 

rise (A) to the inflection point (E) on the hydrograph, N days after the peak. 

It must be mentioned for a couple of discharge peaks on the end of March were caused by flushes from Haji 

and Haizuka Dams (Fig. 1.1). To evaluate and separate the contribution of dam flushes, the author  predicted 

an ARIMA model for the baseflow that corresponds to the dam flush events and eliminated the inputs of 

dam flushes (see Fig. 2.2). 

Table 2.2 shows information about the average results of DFA2 and DFA3 for both discharge methods, 

total runoff discharge, and the corresponding total runoff time observed in each period. As shown in Table 

2.2, crossover times observed by the RC method does not reveal clear information; instead, the findings 

show that break scales times observed by FATS are inversely proportional with the duration of runoff events. 

In other words, the crossover time delayed as the total time for runoff event decreased, which resulted from 

the runoff events and dam flush inputs.  

The crossover times fluctuate around 3 to 5 days, bearing in mind the finding of Hirpa et al. [24], who 

proved that the scale break time occurs from 1 to 20 days and increases with the increase in the watershed 

area. Considering the relatively small area of our catchment area, the author concluded that the crossover 

α1 α2
Crossover 

 time
α1 α2

Crossover 

 time

2.32 0.93 49 1.68 0.93 100 639 559

2.24 0.92 77 1.74 0.93 140 470 657

1.97 0.9 103 1.67 0.94 128 573 1188

2.07 0.91 58 1.68 0.92 87 1012 1126

2.23 0.91 66 1.7 0.92 86 1207 678

Jan16 & Feb16

Feb16 & Mar16

Mar16 & Apr16

Apr16 & May16

Discharge period

RC FATS
Total Time 

for All 

Runoff 

Events (hr)

Total Runoff 

Discharge 

(m3/s)

Dec15 & Jan16
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time is directly proportional to the watershed area; however, the duration of runoff events due to external 

inputs (flood and dam flush) might have minor impacts on the crossover time.  

Genearlly speaking, the difference for the detected crossover time and the small scaling characteristics 

between the FATS and RC because of the approach. In other words, the discharge obtained by the FATS 

decomposes velocity and area into two ratings according to the continuity equation, instead of rating the 

stage component alone to construct a relationship between the discharge and the water level in the RC 

method. Thus, this study suggests that the scaling characterestic information of river discharge maybe 

missed by using flux data obtained by the RC method and can be adequatly detected by using FATS. 

Interestingly, Livina et al. [25] demonstrated that some statistical characteristics of river discharges using 

the ASGi model data are similar to real basin processes. Infact, incorporating discharge data of FATS with 

such competitive modeling systems helps to extent our knowledge on the hidden scaling properties in the 

river regimes. Therefore, this study suggets that additional  invstigation is still required to improve the 

performance of the hydrological models.  

 

Figure 2.6 Power spectra of streamflow fluctuations for both RC (Blue) and FATS (Black) (December 1, 2015 to 

May 31, 2016). 
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2.4.3 Power spectral analysis 
 

Dolgonosov et al.[34] introduced a model of river runoff power spectrum, in which all salient features of 

the basin area such as the structure of river network, the existence of lakes and dams, and rainfall 

characteristics, are included into the model parameters. The power spectrum is given as follows: 

                                                                  S(f)∝(
1

f
β )(

1

fc
2
+f

2 )                                                                      (2.5) 

The runoff spectrum is the product of the precipitation power spectrum and the Lorentzian factor (
1

𝑓𝑐2+𝑓2) 

damping. The exponent β is approximately 1. If f is small compared to the crossover frequency fc, 1/f- noise 

specifies behavior of the spectrum, whereas when f passes through the point fc, the Lorentzian transforms 

into f -2, and after multiplication with 1/fβ, it yields a trend of 1/f (β+2) at high frequencies. 

Fig 2.6 shows the power spectrum of discharge evaluated by FATS and RC approaches. The results of 

power spectral density show that the exponent value in the mid-frequency region is approximately 3. In 

contrast, the short-time scales are captured by the FATS, and for the present average length of 1 hour, the 

cutoff frequency is approximately 0.3  hr-1; the discharge variations at this level are still under investigation. 

The crossover frequency fc is observed around 1.35x10-2 hr-1 and corresponds to a period of 75 hr ≈ 3 days. 

The period is comparable to the crossover time detected by the DFA method. In addition, the crossover 

period may be proportional to L/u, where L represents the catchment length and u represents the mean flow 

velocity. Hence, the crossover period depends on the catchment length, the mean bed slope, and the intensity 

and period of the rainfall event. Thus, the break scales times for the Gono River is relatively small. 

Finally, it can be said the high-frequency region detected by the FATS may attributed to the spatial 

variations of river discharge as the river roughness varies with stage.  

 

2.5 Conclusions 
 

This contribution, the DFA method used to investigate the scaling characteristics of river discharge 

fluctuations calculated by two methods: RC and FATS. Unlike the RC method, the results obtained by 
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FATS are more adequate, this because the discharge estimated by FATS decomposes velocity and depth 

into two ratings instead of rating the water level alone to discharge as accomplished in the RC approach 

and one drawback for the RC method is considering the discharge in river is steady. 

Flow fluctuations in the Gono River are characterized by two scaling regimes: one at short time scales and 

the other at long time scales, and a crossover time is observed around 4-5 days. The DFA findings of finer 

scale 𝛼1 estimated by FATS were less than those estimated by RC by 1.02±0.42%; this outcome might be 

important for rivers that have values approaching the limit of two adjacent characteristics of scaling 

exponents. Further, the large DFA exponent α2 showed that the river flow fluctuations have long memory. 

In contradiction of RC method, FATS detected a crossover time lagged by 42±21 hours, which is not small 

and might indicate significant values for larger watershed. The detected crossover time is mainly a function 

of the watershed area, and the results indicated that crossover times observed by FATS are inversely 

proportional with the number of peaks. In other words, the crossover time delayed as the total time for 

runoff event decreased according to the runoff events and dam flush inputs. 

The power spectral results assist author’s conclusions, and the measurement at a high-frequency (cut-off 

frequency of ~0.3 hr-1) demonstrates that the streamflow changes at time scales of a few tens of minutes to 

days. Importantly, the crossover time detected by the power spectral density is comparable with the 

crossover time detected by the DFA method. 

 This study work emphasized the performance of FATS as a robust and effective method for continuous 

streamflow measurements at a high frequency scale. 
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CHAPTER 3: Novel high-frequency acoustic monitoring of 

streamflow-turbidity dynamics in a gravel-bed river during artificial 

dam flush 
 

3.1 Introduction and purpose 

 
Studying the temporal variability in the dynamics of suspended sediment (SS) is vital to further our 

information about catchment processes and so understand them comprehensively. Features of a watershed 

such as its geology, drainage, slope, and land use are all parameters governing the amount and form of 

sediment transported into rivers [2–4]. Thus, there is a challenge to locate the sources of sediment and 

where in a watershed erosion and sediment storage are happening. Similarly, calculation and determination 

of the contribution of streambank erosion to a basin budget is necessary in controlling soil erosion and in 

introducing suitable mitigation practices to decrease stream SS and associated pollutant load [5,6] and thus 

improving downstream surface water quality. 

Sediment transport during a dam flush (DF) event or due to scouring may have adverse effects on the 

ecosystem in the downstream river reaches [35]. Bilotta and Brazier (2008) specified that the effects of SS 

on fish depend on numerous key factors such as the SS concentration and the duration of exposure to it, 

and the chemical composition and particle-size distribution of the SS. An understanding of the sublethal 

effects of augmented sedimentation and turbidity dynamics is crucial to enhance our knowledge of the 

potential impacts of increased sediment loading on stream fish production and how these effects vary among 

species living in sympatry [37]. 

During a single hydrological event, analyzing the relationship between suspended sediment concentration 

(SSC) and discharge (Q) hysteresis is a good approach to understand the properties of sediment dynamics 

and get information about the underlying geomorphic processes taking place at the watershed scale [38–

40]. The suspended sediment concentration and discharge (SSC–Q) hysteresis behaviors (either clockwise 

or counterclockwise loops) have been attributed to varied phenomena according to the properties of the 
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watershed area [41,42]. The complex behavior of SSC–Q hysteresis patterns is assessed based on diverse 

hysteresis-index approaches [42–44]. However, interpreting SSC–Q hysteresis events remains problematic, 

and hence extra investigations are required to extend our knowledge about the hidden ecological features 

that are exposed to SS transport. 

Turbidity is viewed as a proxy for determining the SS content in rivers by establishing site-specific 

empirical relationships between turbidity and in-situ measured sediment concentration [45]. Moreover, 

turbidity observation is widely used to investigate sediment-related hydrological issues. Turbidity estimates 

can be viewed as an alternative to estimating sediment concentration using direct sampling and subsequent 

laboratory analysis: in-situ turbidity monitoring methods tend to be low-priced and simpler [46–49]. 

Moreover, many studies have monitored the dynamics and characteristics of turbidity–discharge (T–Q) and 

turbidity–rainfall have found very close relationships between turbidity and SSC [48,50–54]. 

Truthful estimation of the direct and continuous discharge passing through a river cross-section remains a 

central problem in the field of water-resources engineering. At present, the approach used most to estimate 

river discharge is the classical rating curve (RC) method. Uncertainty estimation in the RC approach have 

been studied by [9,55,56]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is currently no accepted approach 

to estimating discharge uncertainties. An empirical one-to-one relationship between water level and 

discharge estimated from rating curves (RC) that is determined under the important assumption that 

streamflow is steady, therefore, this method may be not precise in the case of streams that are subjected to 

unsteady flows.  

The development of numerous techniques and instruments has led to improved streamflow measurements; 

Kawanisi et al. [9] have recently demonstrated that the streamflow measured by the FATS changes at very 

short time scales (i.e. daily and sub-daily scales). In other words, they demonstrated the presence of 

discharge fluctuations detected by FATS rather than RC discharges that took place over very short time 

periods. This feature motivated us to observe the variations of streamflow behavior over high-frequency 

scales (i.e., short time periods of several hours) especially within artificial DF events, and also the scattered 
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turbidity (T) and discharge (Q) (T–Q) hysteretic behavior related to lag time between peaks of discharge 

and turbidity. 

Therefore, the main aims of this work are (i) to shed light on the characteristics of T–Q dynamics resulting 

from artificially operated DF events in a mountain river, and (ii) to investigate what information can be 

realized and observed from streamflow records obtained by FATS compared with discharges measured by 

means of classic approaches such as the RC method. 

3.2 Study site, methodology, and data description  

The observations presented herein were performed in the Gono River at the location designated in (Fig. 

1.1) and described in (section 3.1 of Chapter 1) using several methods and techniques, thus the author 

summarized them in the Table.3.1 below. Nonetheless, the author’s main interest in this work is to 

investigate river dynamics within artificial DF events; in particular, to investigate the characteristics of 

streamflow using a novel acoustic system and the corresponding turbidity dynamics resulting from the DF. 

3.2.1 Annual artificial dam-flush events 
 

The Haizuka dam, which is located around 26 km upstream from the study area (Fig.1.1(a)), was flushed 

once a year individually in 2007, 2010, and 2011. In contrast, the Haji dam (Fig.1.1(a)), which is located 

around 40.2 km upstream from the monitoring site, was operated once a year in 2008, and 2009, 2012, and 

2014 in completely concurrent coupling with the operation of the Haizuka dam, however since 2015, it has 

been operated in non-concurrent coupling with the Haizuka dam. The discharge patterns from the Haji and 

Haizuka dams within the studied events are depicted in Fig. 3.1. 

3.2.2 FATS measurement campaigns 
 

Field observations by means of FATS were accomplished for the fiscal years of 2011, 2012, 2015, 2016, 

and 2017. The flow rate was measured continuously, with a time resolution of 10 min for the observed data. 

To measure water levels at the experiment location, the Acculevels were installed near the two transducers. 
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The total error band is ±0.1% of the measurement range. Because the full scale was 10 m, the total error of 

the water level was ±0.01 m water. 

3.2.3 Ozekiyama Gauging station records, turbidity and Suspended sediment 

measurement campaigns 
 

As a reference for the discharge obtained by FATS, the author used the available hourly discharge and 

hourly turbidity data of the Ozekiyama gauging station (Fig. 1.1(b)) operated by the MLIT. The Ozekiyama 

discharge records comprise events from 2007 to 2012 and from 2015 to 2017. However, the available 

turbidity data observed at the Ozekiyama station include only events from 2007 to 2011. It should be 

mentioned that the river discharge observed at the Ozekiyama station was estimated indirectly based on 

river-stage measurements through well-established RC equations determined by MLIT, furthermore, the 

turbidity was measured in FTU. 

The turbidity records for the rest of the other observed DF events of 2012, 2015, 2016, and 2017 were 

carried out by a sonde device (OBS INFINITY-Turbi; JFE Advantech Co, Ltd.). The turbidity sonde is a 

torpedo-shaped device with multiple probes designed to measure water temperature, depth, and turbidity in 

FTU. The device has an optical sensor emits light and measures water turbidity as the amount of light back 

scattering caused by all suspended particles. Data accuracy of the optical sensor is enabled by self-cleans 

integrated wipers that remove biofouling. The sensor usually installed just one day before each DF event 

mounted on a durable frame fixed placed in the center of the river cross-section and at 0.2 m above the river 

bed preventing the device from being shaken (see Fig. 1.1(b)). The sonde was set-up for unattended 

sampling at 10-min intervals on its internal data logger. Additionally, to verify that within sampling location 

the lateral diffusion was sufficient to ensure homogenous lateral mixing of suspended sediment, a Rinko 

profiler (conductivity-temperature-density-turbidity) developed by JFE Advantech Co, Ltd., was used to 

check turbidity profiles in 10-cm depth-triggered mode. Observation fulfilled through DF events of 2014 

every 30 minutes and in 2015 every 15 minutes using four points that are located 200 m apart at the Iwai 
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bridge revealed in (Fig.1.1(b)). This is very important to identify the stratification of SS particles during 

flush event.  

To determine SSC, water samples were collected manually by means of 1000 mL plastic sampling bottles 

during dam flush events. In this work, during each DF event data were collected near to the T1 position at 

the location designated in (Fig.1.1(b)) for the fiscal years of 2012, 2014, and 2015 water samples were 

taken every 30 min to examine grain size distributions of suspended sediment and SSC. A depth-integrated 

sampling approach was not needed as suspended sediment was well-mixed during DF events. The grain 

size of the water samples was analyzed by the laser diffraction and scattering system (SALD-2000J, 

SHIMAZU Ltd).  

Table 1.1 Summary of the observed dam flush (DF) events and the source of collected data during each event. 

 

 

3.2.4 ADCP measurement campaign 
 

In 2015, a commercial current profiler (AquaDopp ADCP; Nortek) was used to measure velocity profiles 

accurately. The up-looking ADCP was mounted on a durable frame and was installed on the river bed to 

prevent the device from being shaken, and data were collected at a sampling rate of 14 Hz and in a cell size 

of 10 cm. The average length and intervals of profile were set to 300 s. The ADCP was located 0.2 m above 

the bed. The purpose of ADCP measurement is to compare the performance of the FATS velocity records.  
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Figure 3.1 Patterns of water discharge from Haizuka (black lines) and Haji (yellow lines) dams during the studied 

events. 
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3.3 Results  
 

3.3.1 Streamflow dynamics during dam flush 
 

Figure 3.1 shows the discharge patterns implemented from the point sources (Haji and Haizuka dams). The 

flush patterns varied throughout the years of the study period, the MLIT purpose to implementing various 

patterns was to monitor their implications on the growth of new sphagnum. It should be noted that the 

release of water from the Haizuka dam from 2007 until 2012 was scheduled for 12 h during each event, but 

that since 2015 the flushing period has been reduced to 6 h. In contrast, the Haji dam was always planned 

to discharge water for 6 h. 

Table 3.2 conveys information about the maximum turbidity values and the maximum discharges observed 

for each event by both streamflow estimation approaches (i.e., RC and FATS), as well as the lag time 

between the peak of discharge and corresponding turbidity peaks. Besides, Fig. 3.2 shows the streamflow 

hydrographs and the resultant turbidity dynamics caused by each event measured at the observation site. In 

2007, 2010, and 2011 only one discharge peak can be detected, and the events persisted for 12 h. However, 

the maximum discharge in 2007 was lower than those recorded in 2010 and 2011 because the maximum 

flow rate of the released water at that year was 60 m3/s as opposed to 100 m3/s in 2010 and 2011. The events 

of 2008 and 2009 are characterized by a composite flush event because water was discharged from both 

dams (Fig. 3.1(b) and 3.1(c)) and observed as one peak at the primary monitoring site (Fig. 3.2(b) and 

3.2(c)), however water was released from the Haji dam for 6 h, whereas it was 12 h for the Haizuka dam. 

Alternatively, DF operation in 2012 (Fig. 3.1(f)) was also considered as a composite flush event, 

nonetheless, two peaks were slightly overlapped and can be clearly observed in the monitoring site 

(Fig. 3.2(f)). 
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Table 3.2 Maximum observed discharges of Haji and Haizuka dams by FATS and RC, corresponding maximum 

detected turbidity for each event, and time difference between discharge and turbidity peaks. 

  

Since 2011, DF monitoring has been carried out by means of FATS and the RC method. Table 3.2 provides 

information about the difference between the maximum discharge values detected by the two methods. 

Interestingly, the streamflow monitored by FATS (Fig. 3.2) exhibited some striking features such as 

discharge bursts. the author termed these phenomena “discharge shoulders” (DSs) and “secondary 

discharge peaks” (SDPs) according to the engendered shape, SDPs are thus lower than the primary peaks. 

In the case of the Haizuka DF events, in 2012, water flushed from the Haizuka dam showed double peaks 

at the observation location. After the discharge reached its flow peak, it dropped slightly for a short period 

and then continued almost constantly for roughly 30 min before it peaked again. The observed time 
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difference between the two peaks was 1–1.5 h, as shown in (Fig. 3.2(f)). This phenomenon was also 

observed in 2016 from the same dam (i.e., Haizuka). However, the difference then between the two peaks 

was around 1 h, as shown in (Fig. 3.2(j)). Additionally, the formation of some DSs on short time scales can 

be seen within the same event (Fig. 3.2(j)). In 2011, the detected SDP was not observed in a similar pattern 

as in 2012 or 2016. Nevertheless, by visual inspection (Fig. 3.2(e)), two peaks roughly 1.5 h apart can be 

distinguished, as can be seen the unsteady behavior of the discharge during the flush event within the rising 

and falling limbs. In contrast, the events of 2015 and 2017 showed no distinctive features. With respect to 

DF events from the Haji dam, the 2016 hydrograph showed one peak followed by a fall. Nevertheless, 

within the falling limb, the discharge became roughly constant and persisted for a significant duration of 

roughly 2 h before it dropped again, forming the obvious DS in (Fig. 3.2(i)). In contrast, this phenomenon 

is not easily observed in 2015 and 2017. However, in 2012, the falling limb corresponding to the Haji dam 

overlapped with the rising limb of the flushed water observed from the Haizuka dam. 
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Figure 3.2 Streamflow and turbidity during DF events as measured by FATS (black), RC (red), and turbidity 

(green). DS = discharge shoulder; SDP = secondary discharge peak. Dots indicate to the hourly data obtained from 

Ozekiyama gauging station.  
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Figure 3.3 Temporal variations in turbidity during DF events of 2014 & 2015 and the vertical profiles of mean 

streamwise turbidity performed at Iwai Bridge. 
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3.3.2 Turbidity behavior and turbidity relationship with suspended sediment 

concentration    
 

During 2014 and 2015 DF events the author observed the turbidity profiles from the Iwai Bridge 

(Fig.1.1(b)). Figure 3.3 shows the depth-turbidity variations for the studied events (i.e. 2014 & 2015). It 

can be seen that the turbidity over the vertical and transvers direction are almost same except for the point 

(P1) which its measurements seems not informative because the readings disproportionate to turbidity 

estimates obtained by other points (i.e. P2, P3, P4), i.e., the P1 location represents a stagnant water zone or 

inappropriate observing point which was selected improperly. Fig. 3.3, shows that the turbidity along river 

cross-section show almost the same vertical and horizontal distribution, that is to say, there is a homogenous 

mixing of turbidity (and similarly suspended sediment particles). As a result, it can be considered that 

measuring using a turbidity meter is sufficient and informative to monitor turbidity dynamics. by mounting 

a turbidity meter on a durable frame fixed and placed in the center of the river cross-section. 

On the other hand, the grain size of the water samples during DF were analyzed by the laser diffraction and 

scattering system, the result of the analysis indicated that the grain size distribution is almost constant with 

average radius of 19 µm, thus the observed suspended sediment load observed during DF events can be 

classified as wash-load (wash-load are typically less than 62 µm in diameter). This fact is very important 

because wash load is carried within the water column as part of the flow, and hence moves with the same 

average flow velocity of mainstream. Because there is little or no interaction with the river-bed. 

Alternatively, regression analysis was performed to observe whether a clear relationship exists or not 

between streamflow SSC estimates in mg/L, determined from the laboratory analysis, and their 

corresponding in-situ obtained turbidity measurements collected by the turbidity-meter during the studied 

DF events. Figure 3.4 shows the comparison between the SSC and turbidity estimates. The determination 

coefficient is significantly high R2 ≈0.97. This very good fit reveals that considering turbidity estimates as 

a proxy for SSC monitoring during DF events is reliable. Interestingly, the regression equation 

corresponding to the DF event implemented in 2012 disagrees with the regression equation corresponding 
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to the DF events implemented either in 2014, or 2015.  In other words, in 2012 the SSC was about 2.3 times 

equals to turbidity concentration, while in 2014, and 2015 DF events the SSC concentrations were 

approximately 1.8 times equals to turbidity concentration as indicated by the regression equations as can 

be seen in (Fig.3.4).  

3.3.3 Turbidity–discharge loops   
 

The maximum values of observed turbidity concentrations during the events of the study are presented in 

Table 3.2, and the dynamic behavior within each event is shown in Fig. 3.2. In fact, the recorded turbidity 

results give valuable information. For example, in 2007, the maximum recorded turbidity was 25.3 FTU, 

which represents the minimum peak among the years of this study. Actually, this value is expected because 

the maximum discharged water from the point source (i.e., the Haizuka dam) was 75 m3/s, which resulted 

in a lower turbidity value. Conversely, the maximum observed turbidity peak among the study period was 

92.4 FTU in 2008 (see Table 3.2). The flush events from 2015 to 2017 show that the maximum turbidities 

declined approximately 50% compared with the events from 2009 to 2012, when the flushing duration was 

decreased from 12 h to 6 h.  

 

Figure 3.4 Associations between turbidity and suspended sediment concentrations SSC during dam flush events: a) 

2012 DF event, b) 2015 DF even, and c) 2015 DF event. 

 

The duration of turbidity change due to flushing is typically a few hours. During that time, the discharge 

increases and decreases rapidly, and the lag times between the maximum river discharge and the maximum 

turbidity vary by approximately ±1.5 h. Hence, the relationship between turbidity and discharge has the 
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form of the hysteresis loop presented in (Fig. 3.5). Because the maximum released water from the dam site 

was 100 m3/s (i.e. artificial and controlled release done according to MLIT’s plan), the author normalized 

the T–Q loops to simplify the assessment of several annual events using the Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.2) blow.  

𝑄𝑛(𝑖) =
(𝑄𝑖−𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛)

(𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛)
                                               (3.1) 

𝑇𝑛(𝑖) =
(𝑇𝑖−𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛)

(𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛)
                                                     (3.2) 

 

where Qmax and Tmax refer to the maximum discharge and maximum turbidity during a particular event, 

likewise, Qmin and Tmin refer to the minimum discharge and minimum turbidity during a particular event, 

while Qn(i) and Tn(i) are the normalized discharge and turbidity at time i, respectively.  

It is important to point out here that because of the overlapping turbidity concentrations induced by DFs 

and rainstorm in 2008, the corresponding hysteresis loop could not be identified. The disparity in flush 

patterns seen in (Fig. 3.1) resulted in the various hysteresis loops shown in (Fig. 3.5). Analysis and 

interpretation of the T–Q hysteresis loops is very important because doing so provides information that 

helps identify the source of those turbidities during the flush process and that reflects the river-channel 

scouring and deposition process that occurs within several DF events [40,52,57]. 
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Figure 3.5. Corresponding normalized turbidity–discharge (T–Q) hysteresis during the studied DF events. Red lines 

are discharges estimated by the RC approach; black lines are discharges estimated by FAT. Dashed lines represent 

rising limb; continuous lines represent falling limbs. *Because of the overlapping turbidity concentrations induced 

by DFs and rainstorm in 2008, the corresponding hysteresis loop could not be determined. 
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3.4 Discussion 
 

3.4.1 Evaluation of the FATS performance 
 

As a part of this study is to highlight the performance of the novel acoustic tomography system in 

continuously monitoring river discharge characteristics, in particular during artificial DF events. Both 

Table3.2 and Fig.3.2 showed some variations for streamflow hydrographs evaluated by different discharge 

approaches. The question is whether the findings obtained by FATS are reliable. Indeed, one might doubt 

the reliability and accuracy of discharge estimates obtained by FATS. However, Kawanisi et al. [7,8] 

showed FATS to be a powerful tool for monitoring streamflow compared with other discharge measuring 

approaches. Moreover, Kawanisi et al. [9] discussed fully the error structure in streamflow estimates 

evaluated by FATS compared with the RC method, namely the errors induced by the section-average 

velocity component um, the angle 𝜃 between the FATS transmission line and the stream axis, the mean 

water elevation hm, and the mean bed level zBm along the transmission line. They proved that the largest 

probable error under low-flow conditions may be estimated as 15%, and thus the main barrier to estimating 

the uncertainty of a river streamflow measurement in real-life is that the “exact” discharge value is not 

known. Another important point to note is that while the RC approach assumes that the river flow is steady 

and depends on establishing a relationship between water level and discharge, discharge estimated by FATS 

mainly decomposes discharge into two ratings, i.e., velocity and cross-sectional area according to the 

general discharge equation. Fig. 3.6, shows the relative differences between FAT and ADCP velocity 

measurements during DF events in 2015. It is very important to remined that during 2015 around 15% of 

the acoustic data obtained by the FAT system were rejected owing to some technical setbacks. As presented 

in (Fig. 8 (b)) the relative differences between the VFAT and VADCP are almost within ±10%. As a result, 

it is believed that FAT is a powerful technique that can be used not only to measure river discharge but also 

as a promising key technology for investigating various hydrological issues in the field of water resources 

(Al Sawaf et al., 2017; Bahreinimotlagh et al., 2016; Razaz et al., 2015). 
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Figure 3.6. Temporal variations in FAT (black) and ADCP (red) velocities, (b) Relative differences between FAT 

and ADCP velocity measurements. 

 

Al Sawaf et al. [58] have recently investigated the temporal scaling characteristics of river discharge 

evaluated by both FATS and RC in the Gono river and found that the streamflow measured by FATS 

showed distinct temporal scaling on short time scales up to roughly 10 h compared with the corresponding 

discharge time series estimated by the RC method. Therefore, this finding supports the reliability of 

measurements performed by FATS, especially regarding the presence of short-wavelength irregularities on 

short time scales in the discharge hydrograph observed by FATS, such as the SDPs and DSs that can be 

seen in (Fig. 3.2). Therefore, another question that arises is what induces the SDPs and DSs? Currently, in 

the author’s opinion, this might be justified by the flow resistance which determines the amount of water 

that a river channel can convey through its influence on stream velocity and so flow depth (Powell, 2014). 

The resistance impact on discharge parameters is usually described by resistance coefficients such as 
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Manning n. Some works have been revealed that the resistance coefficients have been shown to vary during 

flood wave propagation (Fread, 1975). On the other hand, the physical interpretation of Manning coefficient 

is still not perfectly understood.  

Worldwide, several scholars have proposed different approaches with the aim of avoiding the direct 

estimation of resistance coefficient that relate discharge or velocity of a stream to its hydraulic geometry 

according to Eq. (3.3) (López et al., 2007):  

𝑄 = 𝐾. 𝐴. 𝑅𝛼. 𝑆𝛽                                                                                       (3.3) 

where Q is discharge (m3/s), A is the cross-sectional area (m2), R is the hydraulic radius (m), S is the friction 

slope, and α and 𝛽 are exponents for the Manning equation, expressed in SI units, 𝛼= 2/3, 𝛽 = 1/2 and K = 

1/n, where n is the Manning resistance coefficient. 

In general, the devised approaches by previous works can be divided into two main methods. The first 

method tried to estimate the Manning coefficient by correlating n with some of the independent variables 

of Eq. (3.3), S and R. Another alternative approach ought to define flow resistance equations without explicit 

estimation of the resistance coefficient, i.e., to fit the parameters of Eq. (3.3) (or of the equivalent equation 

that takes the cross-sectional average stream velocity as a dependent variable) explicitly through regression. 

These methods have been summarized beneficially by López et al., (2007). In the case of our work, we 

examined the temporal velocity variations during DF events in 2016 for both Haji and Haizuka Dams 

following the empirical equation developed by (Bray, 1979) using records from numerous gravel-bed rivers 

in Alberta, Canada presented in Eq. (3.4): 

𝑉 =
1

𝑛
. 𝑑0.67. 𝑆𝑤

0.32                                                                                  (3.4) 

where V is the mean cross-sectional velocity (m/s), d is the mean river depth (m), R is the hydraulic radius 

(m), Sw is the average longitudinal slope of the water surface for the reach, and 
1

𝑛
 = 9.6 estimated using best 

fitting regression.  
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Figure 3.7. Temporal variations in VFAT and VBray(a)-(b), associations between VFAT (m/s) VS VBray (c)-(d), 

and (e)-(f) relative differences between VFAT and VBray velocity estimations. 
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In fact, it can be noticed very high correlation between stream velocity estimated by FAT and their 

counterpart velocities evaluated by the empirical equation proposed by (Bray, 1979) with determination 

coefficient which of  R2 ≈0.90 (Figs.3.7 (c), (d))., However, in the case of our stream the Bray’s equation 

was modified empirically through direct regression to improve the velocity estimation in the case of our 

stream as presented in (Figs. 3.7(a) , (b)).  Moreover, Figs. 3.7 (e) and (f) show that the relative differences 

between the VFAT and VBray ranged approximately between -15% and 10%. This finding indicates that the 

trend of n versus flow rate Q may be during falling or rising depending on the geometry of wetted area, and 

the variation in water level between either bank of the river and also on the river-bed characteristics along 

the transmission line between the installed acoustic transducers.  

The key feature of measuring stream velocity and discharge by means of FAT is more useful because 

streamflow estimated by FAT mainly decomposes discharge into two ratings, i.e., velocity and cross-

sectional area according to the basic discharge equation. Hence, additional considerations for the temporal 

variations in water slope and variations of Manning roughness over different stages may interpret in detail 

the reason behind several characteristics and performance of SDPs and DSs. Accordingly, further 

monitoring for unsteady discharge coupled with continuous stream velocity variations and drops in water 

level during the course of flood wave propagation is still required in such a relatively small and medium 

watersheds for short time scales will be deemed in the future observation programs.  

3.4.2 Interpretation of turbidity- discharge hysteresis 

 

Dams control a wide range of physicochemical characteristics, especially in its downstream reaches. On 

the other hand, trapped sediment leads to various unavoidable physical and environmental degradation in 

the lower stream reaches of the dam area and at the dam itself. Indeed, SSC and water turbidity are critical 

parameters in regulating ecological systems. However, the purposes of DFs (e.g., crop irrigation, water 

supply, flood control) have an enormous impact on different characteristics related to sediment dynamics. 

Typically, dams are flushed to mitigate sediment accumulation in reservoirs. Hence, the amount of released 

sediment is expected to be very high. However, in the case of the Gono River, artificial DFs are performed 
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once a year from the Haji and Haizuka dams to enhance the growth of sphagnum on the bedrock in streams, 

this being a food source for theYamame and Ayu sweetfish.  

In fact, the high correlation between SSC and turbidity as demonstrated in (Fig. 3.5) enabled us to assess 

the catchment erosion and sediment transport dynamics based by studying their T-Q hysteresis patterns. 

Generally, most of the studied artificial DFs from the Haji and Haizuka dams mainly showed (negative) 

anticlockwise hysteresis and absence of clear clockwise hysteresis in our monitoring site. However, in 2010 

(Fig. 3.2(d)), although turbidity started to increase slightly after the streamflow increment (i.e., the flowrate 

started to increase at 15:00 while the turbidity started to increase at around 16:00 and peaked at 18:00 before 

the streamflow reach its maximum at approximately 19:30, the turbidity peak during that event peaked 

earlier at 18:00 before the discharge reached its maximum peak at approximately 19:30, consequently 

forming a figure-of-eight loop (Fig. 3.5(d)). In 2011, both discharge and turbidity peaked almost 

concurrently (Fig. 3.2(e)). Thus, the outputted hysteresis was represented by a very narrow figure-of-eight 

loop, although the dissimilarity between the estimated QFAT, and QRC, hydrographs affected the hysteresis 

shapes (Fig. 3.5(e)). Interestingly, since 2015 the hysteresis loops associated with the Haizuka dam have 

taken the form of a narrow crescent, whereas the hysteresis patterns induced by the Haji dam have had 

wider loops. The reason for this is simply the relatively long distance between the Haji dam and our 

observation point (~40 km). This means a longer delay time between the discharge and turbidity peak and 

thus a wider loop, and vice versa in the case of the hysteresis due to the Haizuka dam, which is roughly 

25 km from our observation site. The diversiform of the studied T-Q loops obtained either by FATS or RC 

method give motivation to analyze these disparities by means of hysteresis index [42,63], these loops may 

reflect important information especially in the presence of DSs or SDPs, however, due to the paucity of 

discharge data obtained by FATS this will be considered for future works.  

Mainly, in the case of our observation site located in the Gono River, DFs result in anticlockwise hysteresis 

loops at the observation locations shown in (Fig. 1.1). However, only two events exhibited a figure-of-eight 

pattern. Williams [64] reported that at least one of the following reasons may cause anticlockwise 
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hysteresis: (i) seasonal distribution of sediment production within the drainage watershed; (ii) different 

travel times for the flood wave and the sediment flux, particularly in view of the downstream distance 

between the flood source and the measuring station; (iii) high soil erodibility in combination with protracted 

scouring during the flood. Meanwhile, other studies have concluded that anticlockwise hysteresis loops 

relate to (iv) prolonged erosion processes during extended storm events, or (v) sediment being supplied 

from more-distant sources (associated with extended travel times), channel bed erosion [40,65,66]. 

Therefore, several reasons for these various forms T-Q loops can be discussed as follows. 

Firstly, sediment transport during artificial DF events were not subjected to seasonal effects, thus according 

to Williams [64] seasonal distribution of sediment production within the drainage watershed does not seem 

a reason behind anticlockwise T-Q loop. According to MLIT, sediment was not released from dams during 

any of these studied DF events. As a result, the important point regarding sediment and turbidity dynamics 

of this study is the location and source of the observed turbidities associated with the discharged water from 

both dams. Unfortunately, neither sediment nor turbidity monitoring had been performed by the MLIT. 

Secondly, prolonged erosion processes during extended storm events does not seem to be a reason because 

dam flush period is short (i.e. less than 12 hours). 

The author measured turbidity concentrations associated with the Haizuka dam in 2017 near the 

Minamihatashiki gauging station (Fig. 1.1(a)). As can be seen in (Fig. 3.8). the turbidity at this site 

measured by (RBR solo TU) in NTU. Unfortunately, the accumulation of vegetation debris on the sensor 

made some technical setbacks, thus the recorded turbidity estimates after 17:50 were rejected. Also, there 

was no calibration between the measurements in FTU obtained from our primary observation location and 

turbidity estimates in NTU obtained from this site. 

It can be seen in (Fig. 3.8) that the turbidity peak was observed at the Minamihatashiki gauging station at 

16:50 while discharge peak corresponded to water release from the Haizuka DF peaked at 17:40, thus there 

is a 50-min difference before the discharge reached its maximum level. This clockwise hysteresis may 

attribute to a rapid response system (short distances between sediment source and receptor) thus the peak 
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of turbidity precedes the maximum streamflow of the event. Fast response systems are characterized by fast 

sediment flushing and depletion in the river network because of a limited supply of readily available 

material for transport [40,65,67]. Alternatively, this peak observed at our primary site on (24 March 18:58) 

i.e. 128 min lag between the maximum turbidity at Minamihatashiki station and turbidity peak at our 

location. Given that the waterway distance from Minamihatashiki station to our observation site (Fig. 

1.1(b)) is around 6.85 km and the average velocity measured by FAT during the DF event was 

approximately 0.88 m/s, the required time for turbidity peak to be observed from Minamihatashiki station 

at our observation site is 130 min. Accordingly, sediment being supplied from more-distant sources may 

represent a reason for counterclockwise hysteresis at least during 2017 because wash load is carried within 

the water column as part of the flow, and thus moves with the average velocity of mainstream. Because 

there is little or no interaction with the bed, the particles extract only negligible momentum from the flow. 

As a result, in the case of our monitoring point (i.e. near Ozekiyama st.), since the author recognized several 

hysteresis loops (i.e. counterclockwise and complex hysteresis loops) with different lag times, it can be 

thought that anticlockwise hysteresis in our case are likely generated by sediment being supplied from more 

distant sources located in some places after the dams and alongside the river pathway in several sites 

upstream to our observation site, as well as by channel bed erosion as described by [40,64,65]. Also, the 

events of 2008, 2010, and 2011 had short time differences between the arrival of the turbidity and discharge 

peaks. Therefore, the author conclude that the sediment in these studied DF events was generated mainly 

throughout the river channel during DF, i.e., high soil erodibility. Nevertheless, additional sediment 

monitoring alongside the river channel would be required to gain better insights into the interactions 

between discharge properties and the linked sediment behavior within each event. 
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Figure 3.8 Temporal variations in water discharge and turbidity at Minamihatashiki station. 

 

3.5 Conclusions 
 

Understanding the properties of turbidity–discharge (T–Q) dynamics associated with dam flush (DF) entails 

long-term information and continuous monitoring of the underlying turbidity and discharge processes. The 

present work presents and discusses the authors’ field investigations toward understanding streamflow and 

turbidity dynamics in a gravel-bed river during artificial DF operation by using a sophisticated discharge 

measurement system. Several lessons were learned from this filed monitoring project are summarized 

below. 

This work highlights the potential advantages of streamflow monitoring by means of a new competitive 

technology namely the Fluvial Acoustic Tomography (FAT) system in the Gono River which is a shallow 

gravel-bed river in real time at high-temporal resolution. In general, cross-sectional average velocity 

estimated from FAT data were in high agreement with the velocity observed by ADCP system since the 

relative differences between the VFAT and VADCP are almost within ±10%. As a result, it is believed that FAT 

is a powerful technique that can be used to measure river discharge accurately.  
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The observed flush patterns of discharged water showed considerable variation between flushing point and 

the observation station. Interestingly, new phenomena were documented in this study that were not detected 

by the rating curve (RC) approach, namely the presence of discharge secondary peaks (SDPs) and discharge 

shoulders (DSs) within DF events for streamflow measured by means of the FAT. These features are 

induced by the flow resistance which determines the amount of water that a river channel can convey 

through its influence on stream velocity and hence streamflow within a DF event. Based on our findings, 

the cross-sectional velocity of stream estimated by FAT provides tolerable when compared to Bray’s 

velocity formula that defines flow resistance in gravel bed-rivers. This finding is very important because it 

indicates that the trend of n versus flow rate Q may be during falling or rising depending on the geometry 

of wetted area, and the variation in water level between either bank of the river and also the river-bed 

characteristics along the transmission line between the installed acoustic transducers. Moreover, it was 

found that the developed Bray’s formula in estimating average cross-sectional velocity in gravel-bed rivers 

was beneficial with improving the 1/n coefficient from best fit regression.  

Despite their limits, suspended sediment concentrations during DF events were measured mainly by means 

of turbidity as a proxy proved to be reliable. On the other hand, the diversiform of T–Q hysteresis loops 

reflect the variations in channel scouring and deposition within flushing periods. According to the sequence 

of peak turbidity and discharge, mainly anticlockwise T-Q relationship hysteresis were observed, which 

was the most common type. Sediment during the studied DF events was generated mainly throughout 

different locations of the river channel from river banks because only wash load were observed. Finally, 

our findings may open up a new possibility of dynamically monitoring unsteady flows during the course of 

flood wave propagation for lower watershed scales in the world. 
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CHAPTER 4: Monitoring of streamflow-stage hysteresis behavior of 

a gravel-bed river 

 
4.1 Introduction and purpose 

 
Rating Curves method (RC) is one of the most common classical methods used to provide continuous 

measurement of river discharge based on one dimensional view (1-D) of a river. The basic assumption 

method presumes that river is flowing under steady and uniform conditions. However, the steady and 

uniform behavior of flow assumption of RC approach is not valid in natural streams in most cases. The 

cross-section and water slope are changeable in longitudinal direction and hence the discharge varies in 

time. According to the simple continuity equation of discharge, if a given discharge has to pass through less 

cross-sectional area, the reduction in area must be offset in part by an increase in velocity in order to balance 

the discharge, velocity and channel area relationships. Conversely, a variety of parameters that are 

independent of channel cross section, such as slope or roughness, can lead directly to changes in the velocity 

of a flow. The advanced streamflow instrumentations (e.g. acoustic velocity meters (AVMs), acoustic 

doppler current profilers (ADCP), etc.) gives rise to improve the quality of estimated measurements 

allowing to application of the Index Velocity Rating Curve method. Estimating streamflow using Index 

Velocity Rating Curve differs from the conventional RC method by separating velocity and area at a specific 

cross-section into two ratings-the index-to-mean velocity rating and the stage-to-area rating [68]. Hence, 

the multiplication of these ratings, i.e. river average velocity V and the cross-sectional area A, gives the 

temporal variations in discharge Q at that location.   

A conventional slope area method has been basically used to estimate streamflow peaks based on high-

water marks after large flood events. Thus, this approach estimates a peak discharge according to Manning 

equation based on the measured specific in-situ river channel characteristics of the cross-section, channel 

roughness, and the friction slope. Notably, the application of conventional slope area method assumes that 

channel non-uniformity is properly accounted during the computation of the friction slope [69].  
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Recently, the Continuous Slope Area method (CSA), has received increased interest with presence of the 

low-cost pressure transducers that directly measures water surface slopes [61]. For example, Smith et al.[61] 

measured the streamflow variations by means of CSA approach deploying 8 pressure transducers at both 

sides of river banks at 4 subsequent cross-sections on the Babocomari River (Arizona, USA) in 2002. They 

demonstrated that CSA method can be utilized to estimate a continuous discharge hydrograph and to 

generate a steady RC. Just recently, Lee et al. [60] monitored the un-steady behavior of streamflow using 

2 pressure transducers positioned at both river banks on the Clear Creek near Oxford (Iowa, USA) by 

implementing the CSA method. They concluded that CSA approach might be a promising method for 

dynamically tracking unsteady water surface slopes and flows in natural streams, however, they reported 

that additional studies are still needed to increase the accuracy of the CSA method in future research. 

Therefore, the main purpose of this work is to monitor the unsteady behavior of streamflow, as well as, 

hysteresis in streamflow-stage in such a relatively small mountainous watershed using discharge data 

obtained from two methods: (i) CSA method generated from RC discharge data, and (ii) Index Velocity 

Rating Curve discharge data obtained by means of a novel acoustic tomography system (FATS), for 

different scales of rainfall events. 

4.2 Study region, methodology and measurement description 

 
The observations presented herein were performed in the Gono River at the location designated in (Fig. 

1.1) and described in (section 3.1 of Chapter 1). Since our primary goal in this study is to monitor the 

discharge-stage hysteresis behavior, the author will utilize two methods to estimate discharge: (i) The 

proposed CSA method suggested by Lee et al. [60] and (ii) discharges estimated by our acoustic 

tomography system based on the Index Velocity Rating Curves.  

4.2.1 Principle of the CSA method 
 

This method utilizes the Manning’s equation given in Eq. (4.1) as: 

                                                                                       𝑄 = 1
𝑛⁄ 𝐴𝑅

2
3⁄  𝑆

1
2⁄                                                            (4.1) 
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where Q is the discharge passing through a specific cross-section, n is the Manning’s roughness coefficient, 

A is the cross-sectional area, R is the hydraulic radius and S is the friction slope.  

The friction slope presented in Eq. (4.1) is equivalent to the water surface slope or the streambed slope. 

Nevertheless, natural channels in observation areas are often nonuniform, thus the consideration of this 

method is valid if energy loses from the energy gradient are considered in the estimation of the friction 

slope as given in Eq. (4.2):  

                                                                    S=
ℎ𝑓

𝐿
=  

∆ℎ+∆ℎ𝑣−𝑘(ℎ𝑣)

𝐿
                                                               (4.2) 

where hf is energy loss due to boundary friction in the reach, ∆hv is the difference in velocity head at the 

two sections, k(∆hv) is the energy loss due to shrinking or expansion of the reach (k = 0 for contracting 

reaches and k = 0.5 for expanding reaches), and L is the length of the reach. 

Channel nonuniformity effects can be reduced by evaluating the geometric mean of the channel conveyance, 

at the two cross-sections. Hence, the discharge can be calculated as shown in Eq. (4.3) as: 

                                                                      𝑄 = √𝐾1𝐾2𝑆                                                                                       (4.3) 

where K1 and K2 are the channel conveyance at the two cross-sections. 

4.2.2 The proposed CSA approach by Lee et al [60] 
 

Fig. 4.1 presents step-by-step the implementation procedure of the proposed CSA method by Lee et al [60], 

this approach can be summarized according to the following steps: the first step comprises selection of a 

suitable monitoring site. Dalrymple and Benson[69] as well as ISO 1070 [70] determined site selection 

criteria that satisfy the conventional slope-area method. The next step then is deployment of water level 

loggers (pressure transducers). In fact, installation of a set of at least 3 pressure transducers to measure 

stage and water surface slope (upstream, downstream, and in the middle of the selected reach) is 

recommended, thus increasing the number of the installed pressure transducers is important to address any 

peculiarities in estimating discharges and to improve reliability in the case of instrument failures [61,71].  
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Figure 4.1 A schematic diagram illustrates step by step implementation of the proposed CSA method.  

In the case of our observations water-level data were collected every 30s using submersible level 

transmitters (Acculevel ACL-10- A; Keller America, Inc.). The acculevels were installed diagonally across 

the river banks with a horizontal distance of 294.56 m between of them. The total error band was ±0.1% 

FS. Because the full scale was 10 m, the total error of the water level was ±0.01 m. It is presumed that using 

two sensors provide the needed indication of the hysteretic behavior [60].  

Once water loggers deployed, the third step is to perform a geodetic survey to record the water surface 

elevation at each logger tip. It is necessary in this step also to carry out a channel bed slope S0 survey for 

discharge estimation. The next step is to perform continuous cross-sectional area A and hydraulic radius R 
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measurements be-tween water level sensors. The available measured discharge data from a nearly gauging 

station (Ozekiyama gauging station) were used to deter-mine the channel roughness based on Manning’s 

equation Eq. (4.1). The surveyed channel bed slope, area, and hydraulic radius are used as in-puts for these 

calculations. Performing this step (i.e. stage No.2 indicated in Fig. 4.1) will result in a relationship between 

stages and channel rough-ness coefficients. In the last step (Stage No.3), the unsteady behavior can be 

estimated at each time step by substituting the constant bed slope with the dynamic water surface slopes 

and applying the same measured area, hydraulic radius, and estimated channel roughness coefficients. The 

properties of channel non-uniformity can be minimized by calculating the geometric mean of the channel 

conveyance based according to Eq. (4.3).   

4.3 Results and discussion 
 

Fig. 4.2 (a,b,c) reveals streamflow hydrograph estimates of 3 different scales of different rainfall events 

evaluated by three discharge methods namely, RC, CSA, and FATS. While it is not our goal in this study 

to investigate about the accuracy of each discharge method, it is important to point out that Kawanisi et al. 

[72] fully discussed the error structure in streamflow estimates evaluated by FATS compared with the RC 

for one month. those errors induced by the mean water elevation hm, the area AB of the river bed along the 

transmission line, the section-average velocity component um, and the angle  between the FATS 

transmission line and the stream axis. It was reported that the largest possible error may be evaluated as 

15% even in low-flow condition, thus discharge obtained by FATS is reliable. Moreover, it was 

demonstrated that the relative difference between QFATS and QRC does not exceed 6% for QFATS averaged for 

20 h. Also, in Fig. 4.2 (a, b, c) it can be clearly noticed that discharge estimates by RC and FATS show 

very good agreements for the studied events. This is can be justified mostly by the ideal location of 

Ozekiyama gauging station for discharge measurement selected by MLIT to establish discharge rating curve 

equations. 
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Figure 4.2 Discharge hydrograph for the studied events, corresponding water slope patterns, water slope-stage 

hysteresis, QCSA-stage hysteresis, and QFATS-stage hysteresis. 
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Discharge estimates obtained by the CSA approach were in good agreement with QFATS and QRC except for 

the large flood event as shown in the first case. This is may be justified since CSA method assumes 

discharge passing through a cross-section of a river channel is steady and uniform, nonetheless, given the 

fact that natural streams are invariably non-uniform. The temporal variations in water slope for the studied 

events graphs Fig. 4.2 (d,e,f), exhibit striking features. Within each single rainfall event it was observed 

two peaks. The first peak shows the temporal variations in water slope that are linked to the discharge peak, 

however, the water slope varied according to the intensity of each event. The second peak indicated by red 

arrows that can be detected in the falling limb. It can be observed that the second peaks are not coincide or 

subjected to the maximum streamflow peak. Additionally, these secondary peaks are characterized by sharp 

vertex vary for a few hours (sub-daily variation). Of interest, the behavior of this secondary peak can be 

realized obviously in the water slope-water level hysteresis graphs Fig. 4.2 (g, h, i). In other words, these 

secondary peaks always show a roughly constant increasing behavior at a fix water-level (WL=146.6 m). 

This phenomenon may be induced by the conditions where the water level in the channel is controlled by 

local objects such as rapid, bed friction and/or channel shape, thus inducing sudden decreases in slope due 

to channel contraction or expansion. 

Although the hysteresis patterns are nested within rising and falling limb revealing complex loop, a positive 

behavior can be observed for all studied events. Besides, it is observed that the water slope-stage hysteresis 

loop increases as the scale of rainfall event becomes greater.  

Streamflow-stage hysteresis comparison for discharges estimated by both CSA and FATS during the study 

events are provided in (Fig. 4.2 (j,k,l)) and (Fig. 4.2 (m,n,o)) respectively. In the case of discharges 

evaluated by CSA approach it can be seen that discharge-stage loops are very narrow except for the large-

scale rainfall event. In addition, a quasi-steady state relationship between streamflow and water level can 

be observed. This may be justified due to the CSA approach itself. In other words, discharge estimated by 

CSA method in this study were indirectly computed based on discharge data obtained by Ozekiyama 

gauging station which evaluated according to Rating Curve approach, i.e. establishing a relationship 
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between river stage and discharge. As a result, the unsteady behavior detected here is basically affected by 

the temporal variation in the channel’s water surface slope determined according to the CSA method. On 

the other hand, streamflow-stage hysteresis patterns estimated by means of FATS exhibited completely 

unsteady behavior, this finding seems to be confirmed with Al sawaf et al. [58] who studied the temporal 

scaling characteristics of river discharge observed by both FATS and RC in the Gono river, and found that 

the streamflow measured by FATS showed distinct temporal scaling on short time scales up to roughly 10 

h compared with the corresponding discharge time series estimated by the RC method. Similarly, Kawanisi 

et al7) reported that the streamflow measured by FATS changes at time scales of a few tens of minutes to 

days. Furthermore, it can be clearly confirmed that streamflow-stage loops estimated by FATS increases as 

rainfall event scale increases. However, during the low scale rainfall events, the hysteresis loop is not 

informative, i.e. the direction of hysteresis loop cannot be detected. Nonetheless, a clockwise hysteresis 

loops can be observed within the mid and large-scale events.  

 

4.4 Conclusions 
 

In this study, the author provide a contribution toward monitoring the unsteady behavior of discharge-

stage hysteresis in a relatively small mountainous river.  In order to monitor the unsteady behavior of 

streamflow, two methods were used: (i) the (CSA) method, and (ii) Curve discharge data obtained by means 

of a novel fluvial acoustic tomography system (FATS). 

Major conclusions can be summarized as follows:  

1. Temporal variations in water slope graphs during a single hydrological event exhibit two peaks. The 

first peak is subjected to the observed streamflow peak. Whereas, the second peak where observed 

in the falling limb and likely to be induced by the backwater effects.  

2. Water slope-stage hysteresis patterns showed that the first water slope peak conveys information 
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about the water slope-water level dynamics with “positive” or clockwise behavior, i.e. water level 

maxima precedes water slope peak. Meanwhile the second peak showed increasing of water slope 

over a certain water level.  

3. Streamflow-stage hysteresis for discharges estimated by CSA method had very narrow loops 

increases with large-scale rainfall events. Additionally, a quasi-steady state relationship between 

streamflow and water level can be observed. 

4. Streamflow-stage hysteresis for discharges estimated by means of FATS approach exhibited 

unsteady behavior. Similarly, the hysteresis loop increases with large-scale rainfall events.  

5. Finally, it was demonstrated that FATS has high performance in detecting the unsteady behavior of 

streamflow than CSA method.  
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CHAPTER 5: Monitoring stage-discharge hysteresis versus stage-

water surface slope hysteresis during single hydrologic events in a 

gravel-bed river 
 

5.1 Introduction and purpose 

To assess the dynamics of rivers, an accurate characterization of river discharge during unsteady flow 

regimes is of paramount importance. Therefore, comprehensive knowledge of streamflow and its associated 

uncertainties are crucial for water resources engineering applications. In fact, the common classical 

approach that is widely practiced to providing continuous measurement of river discharge is the Rating 

Curve (RC) approach [73]. The RCs are constructed through periodic direct streamflow measurements 

carried out at convenient times, under the assumption that river flows under steady and uniform conditions. 

Alternatively, the stage-discharge RC should be frequently re-determined with new parameters for the 

changed topography and stream characteristics. Consequently, maintaining the accuracy of discharge 

estimated by means of the RC is labor intensive and time-consuming [18]. 

It has been reported that there are glitches associated with RC approach, particularly for unsteady flows 

such as those occurring during floods [74]. For example, during flood events (rainfall, dam flush, etc.), 

unknown uncertainties in RCs method ensue from several reasons: (i) natural uncertainties induced by 

randomness of natural processes (turbulent fluctuation, wind effect, geometrical shape of the river cross-

section, etc.), (ii) insufficient knowledge of the physical processes of the river system, (iii) measurement 

uncertainties: due to inaccurate measurement of water level or flow, inaccurate spatial or temporal sampling 

for stream parameters (water level, stream velocity, etc.) [75], and importantly (iv) the fact that most of the 

calibration measurements for RCs are achieved during quasi-steady flow situations happening in normal 

flows, however during high floods, in most cases the establishment of the RCs are accomplished  based on 

a limited sample of direct measurements [74], which imply error during these intense events.   

Once a flood wave passes through a stream, the wave front approaching a cross-section will have an increase 

in velocity as discharge reaches to its peak, the rear of the water discharge reduces its velocity. This 
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acceleration-deceleration sequence of the flow generates a loop in the stage-discharge relationship [62]. 

This loop is the representation of the unsteady flow behavior produced during flood wave propagation [74].  

In fact, limited works had documented the presence of streamflow-stage hysteresis that have been mostly 

acquired in few sites over the world, especially where located on large rivers aimed to provide more precise 

measurement for streamflow forecasting models. Nevertheless, the unsteady behavior of streamflow-stage 

hysteresis has received low concern in medium and small-scale watersheds. Moreover, it was found in 

chapter 4 that streamflow-stage hysteresis loops estimated by FATS are informative more than streamflow-

stages estimated by the CSA method.  

This point inspired the author to extent my investigation program and write this chapter which is a 

complementary chapter for the previous chapter (i.e. chapter 4). This chapter presents and discusses the 

author’s field investigation program during which a FATS was deployed to monitor and observe the 

streamflow-stage hysteresis in a mountainous shallow river, and the corresponding water slope-stage 

hysteresis loops as well. The hysteresis loops during flood events will be useful for interpreting the spatial 

distribution of streamflow fluctuations during high-frequency scales. The novelty of the present study lies 

in the successful application of a tomographic instrument in an extremely shallow river to report the 

unsteady behavior of streamflow in such a moderate mountainous watershed during different scales of 

rainfall events and to report the connection between of the streamflow-water level (Q-WL) loops with 

surface slope-water level (WS-WL) dynamics for a full fiscal year of different seasons. Therefore  ̧ the 

objectives of this chapter are to: (1) identify and classify the major types of single-event (Q-WL) and (WS-

WL) relations, using models and field examples; (2) provide a simple graphical explanation for each type; 

and (3) summarize physiographic or hydrological reasons for each type. The single hydrologic event is 

considered in this chapter a flood lasting days. 
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5.2 Study region, data description, and methodology  

5.2.1 Study area and data description 

The observations presented herein were performed in the Gono River at the location designated in (Fig. 

1.1) and described in (section 3.1 of Chapter 1). In this chapter, discharge measurements by FATS 

comprises the records of the fiscal year of 2016, with a time resolution of 10 min for the observed data. 

Similarly, at the experiment location, the Acculevels were installed near the two transducers. The total error 

band is ±0.1% of the measurement range. Because the full scale was 10 m, the total error of the water level 

was ±0.01 m water. Water level record covers the events of 2016 and the time resolution of 10 min for the 

observed data. 

 Water surface slopes between transducers (T1&T2) (Fig.1.1) were computed according to Eq. (5.1) below:  

                                                                      WS% =
𝑊𝐿1−𝑊𝐿2

𝐿
                                                                     (5.1) 

where WS% is the water surface slope, WL1 and WL2 are the water levels at T1 and T2 respectively, L is the 

horizontal distance between the T1 and T2.  

Beside to discharge and water slope measurements, turbidity measurements were carried out during June 

and July 2016 (Fig1.1) by a sonde device (OBS INFINITY-Turbi; JFE Advantech Co, Ltd.) in FTU. The 

role of the turbidity measurements is to check whether a direct correlation between water slope variations 

and the temporal variations of turbidity is existed or not.    

5.2.2 Methodology 

Although the findings of this chapter will be presented in terms of categorizes of (Q-WL) and (WS-WL) 

relations, the approach in reaching at those patterns was a graphical procedure. The first step, temporal 

variation graphs of Q coupled with WL and WS coupled with WL for a single hydrologic event were plotted. 

Then for the same event, temporal variations of WL versus Q are plotted with WL on the Y-axis and Q on 

the X-axis. Finally define each type of hysteria and compare of the different generated cases. Only the more 

common hysteresis patterns will be examined in this work. 
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5.3 Result and discussion 

Lee et al. [60], proposed a new approach to monitor the unsteady flows (i.e., hysteresis) during the course 

of flood wave propagation.  

In this study, for a single rainfall event, water slope dynamics was plotted and compared with the 

corresponding temporal water level variations, then plot the association between water slope and water 

level to check if any hysteresis is existed. Similarly, for the same rainfall event, streamflow hydrograph 

was plotted and compared with the corresponding temporal water level variations, then plot the association 

between streamflow and water level to check if any hysteresis is existed. The hysteresis refers to a looped 

stage–discharge rating caused by unsteadiness of flows, the detected hysteresis in their method is directly 

influenced by the hysteresis behavior of water surface slope-stage estimates.  

 

Figure 5.1 Flow Duration Curve for the Fiscal year 2016. 

 

During 2016, 41 single hydrological events was examined. Through this year, river discharge varied 

according to the different rainfall scales varied from low intensity to very high intensity events. Thus, the 

flow duration curve (FDC) was used to select the threshold among three different flow types into: (i) low 
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discharge intensity (Q≤ 49 m3. s-1), medium discharge intensity (125 <Q> 49 m3. s-1), and high discharge 

intensity events (Q> 125 m3.s-1) as shown in Fig 5.1.  

The capability of the watershed to provide flows of various magnitudes and the percentage of time river 

flow exceeds a specific value was expressed by the FDC. The shape of the FDC curve presented in Fig.5.1 

in its upper region shows very step curve, indicating rain-caused floods and intermittent regime [65]. 

The 41 analyzed events showed different discharge-water level hysteresis loops. The selected events 

indicate for 4 different hysteretic behavior can be categorized as:  

(i) No hysteresis: both streamflow and water level peak together or almost together at same time 

(ii) Clockwise hysteresis: If the streamflow monitored by FATS peaks before the water level reach to its 

peak 

(iii) Counterclockwise hysteresis: water level peaks earlier than streamflow, and  

(iv) Figure-of-eight or complex loops. 

However, in some events discharge by FATS signals was lost. Similarly, the corresponding water slope-

water level hysteresis loops showed 4 different hysteretic behavior can be categorized as: 

(i) No hysteresis: both water surface slope and water level peak together or almost together  

(ii) Clockwise hysteresis: If the water slope peaks before the water level reach to its peak  

(iii) Counterclockwise hysteresis: water level peaks earlier than water slope, and  

(iv) Figure-of-eight or complex loops. 

Table 5.1 conveys information about the studied 41 events for the fiscal year 2016 classified by their 

occurrence. Also, the table shows information of the maximum discharge by QFATS and the corresponding 

water level by observed at the Ozekiyama gauging station, besides, the stage-discharge hysteresis direction 

as well as the stage-water slope hysteresis direction.    
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2Table 5.1 The studied hydrological events in 2016, and the observed hysteresis during each event; 0; no hysteresis, 

+: clockwise hysteresis, -: counterclockwise hysteresis, *: complex hysteresis. Blank cells indicate for the loss of 

FATS signals. 

 

To gain better understanding about the river discharge dynamics, water surface slope hysteresis (WS-WL) 

of the studied events were classified and compared with their corresponding streamflow dynamics (Q-WL) 

as presented in some examples of Fig. (5.2), Fig. (5.3) and Fig. (5.4) below. 
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5.3.1 No hysteresis 

The simplest type of (WS-WL) relation is the single-valued line or no hysteresis. This type can be observed 

when water surface slope and water level peak together or almost together. When (WS-WL) has no 

hysteresis Fig.5.2 (d, e, f), the corresponding (QFATS-WL) also has no hysteresis pattern as illustrated in 

Fig.5.2 (j, k, l). Though, it can be realized that during low rainfall intensity of the events (light discharges), 

do not resulted in any apparent hysteresis form. Therefore, in the case of no hysteresis loops the rainfall 

event intensity is low. 

 

Figure 5.2 Temporal variations in water slope, corresponding (WS-WL) hysteresis, temporal variations in 

streamflow, and corresponding (QFAT-WL) hysteresis, (Case I: No hysteresis of WS-WL).  
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5.3.2 Clockwise hysteresis 

In this case, water slope peak arrives at the stream cross section before the water level. In this type, when 

(WS-WL) forms clockwise hysteresis Fig.5.3(d, e, f), the corresponding (QFAT-WL), however, formed either 

(a) clockwise hysteresis Fig. 5.3(j), or (b) no hysteresis as shown in Fig.5.3(k), or even (c) counterclockwise 

loop, as can be seen in Fig.5.3(l), hence it seems that there might be no direct relationship between the (WS-

WL) loops and (QFATS-WL). 

 

Figure 5.3 Temporal variations in water slope, corresponding (WS-WL) hysteresis, temporal variations in 

streamflow, and corresponding (QFAT-WL) hysteresis, (Case II: Clockwise hysteresis of WS-WL). 
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Nevertheless, two distinctive features can be observed during the medium and high intensity rainfall events, 

the temporal variations in the water slope have two peaks, (i) the first peak corresponded to the maximum 

peak of runoff induced by the rainstorm event, (ii) the second peak (see Fig.5.3(a, b, c) red arrows) that 

were realized at a specific level (WL≈ 146.6 m), these secondary peaks are characterized by sharp vertices 

vary for few hours (sub-daily variation). The secondary peak here increases and decreases significantly 

whenever water level approaches that level (i.e. WL≈146.6 m) Fig.5.3(d, e, f), suggesting that this feature 

is influenced by backwater effects refer to condition where the water level in the channel is not controlled 

by local objects such as rapids, bed friction or channel shape, but instead by downstream conditions, i.e. 

backwater effects here caused by sudden decreases in slope, channel contraction or expansion. In addition, 

another interesting feature can be detected when (WL= 147 m, indicated by purple arrows). That is to say, 

in the case of high intensity rainstorm events and whenever water level become equal or greater than 

(WL=147 m), water slope become constant (WS≈ 0.065-0.069%) as water level is greater than that level as 

shown in Fig.5.3 (d, e).  

5.3.3 Counterclockwise hysteresis 

In this case, water slope peak arrives at the stream cross section after the water level peak. Alternatively, in 

the case (WS-WL) forms counterclockwise hysteresis Fig 5.4(d, e, f), the corresponding (Q-WL) formed 

either (a) clockwise hysteresis Fig. 4(j), or (b) no clear hysteresis were observed as Fig 5.4 (k, l). This result 

seems to be consistent with the pervious result, that it seems that there is no direct relationship between the 

(WS-WL) loops and (Q-WL), furthermore, it can be concluded that the patterns of (WS-WL) hysteresis do 

not necessarily to have same direction of their corresponding (Q-WL) loops. Similarly, for both medium 

and high intensity flows two peaks were observed exactly similar to (WS-WL) Clockwise hysteresis, 

however, in the case of (WS-WL) has anticlockwise hysteresis it can be seen clearly that whenever (WL ≥ 

147 m) the water surface slope become almost constant (WS ≈0.068 %) as water level increased. 
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Figure 5.4 Temporal variations in water slope, corresponding (WS-WL) hysteresis, temporal variations in 

streamflow, and corresponding (QFAT-WL) hysteresis, (Case III: Counterclockwise hysteresis of WS-

WL).  

 

Deciphering meaning of helical loops as identified with acoustical measurement equipment is not popular 

yet. In fact, the presence of, and reason for the primary and secondary circulation stress vectors has been 

rarely tackled by a few researchers, and likely has water flow physics to explain these phenomena. Since 

the time frame during the Ph.D. course was not enough sufficient to investigate more, the author would 

defer to, and suggest the individuals who are interested in this phenomenon seek those who have, or their 

papers of documentation to clearly explain these phenomena.  
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However, the water surface slope staying relatively constant at high stages is probably during periods when 

the floodplain or relatively flat floodprone area adjacent to, and above the bankfull flow rate, is accessed, 

so the valley gradient or floodprone surface is a major factor. During less than bankfull flows, the water 

surface gradient is controlled more by the series of materials controlling riffle tops in the channel. In step -

pool morphology, the top of steps are areas of water surface gradient abrupt change. Indeed, it is difficult 

to measure conditions with abrupt change, but the water surface slope in the extreme channel gradient 

changes of falls and cascades should show areas with much higher water surface gradients, but how can 

these be measured? It is important to check Japanese national classification of watershed scales (small, 

moderate, high, etc.) to map the hydrologic units from region, basins, sub-basins, watersheds and sun-

watersheds. 

Indeed, our discharge observations performed by FATS system and the observed water slope hydrographs 

open up a new opportunity of dynamically observing unsteady flows (i.e., Stage-Discharge hysteresis) 

during the course of flood wave propagation. Hence, additional consideration for of the temporal variations 

in water slope may interpret the reason behind different performance of unsteady flows. Thus, further 

monitoring for unsteady discharge coupled with continuous stream velocity variations and drops in water 

level during the course of flood wave propagation is still required in such a relatively watershed for short 

time scales. 

5.3.4  Comparing water surface slope dynamics to another mountainous river 

In order to increase understanding about water surface slope dynamics and its connection to streamflow 

dynamics, additional observation was carried out at the Basen River. The Basen River which is a tributary 

for the Gono River, is also a mountainous gravel-bed river. Unlike the Gono River which has a catchment 

area of 3900 km2, Basen River has a watershed area of 680 km2.  

The location of experiment is illustrated in Fig 5.5, the Acculevels were installed diagonally (S1-S2). The 

total error band is ±0.1% of the measurement range. Because the full scale was 10 m, the total error of the 
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water level was ±0.01 m water. Water level and water slope measurements started from August 1st, 2017 to 

the end of March 2018, and the time resolution of 10 min for the observed data. 

 

Figure 5.5 The Basen River and places of water level loggers, and the Minamihatachki station 

 

It was noticed that the water surface slope dynamics is considerably affected by the watershed area. For 

example, Fig. 5.6 shows the time-series of the temporal variations of water levels and water surface slope 

during different periods recorded in the Basen River. As can be seen in (Fig 5.6 a), apparently the red arrows 

indicate for 7 different rainfall events, however, the temporal variations in water surface slope obtained for 

the same period only indicate for one significant event occurred on 18th September 2017, meanwhile other 

event negligible impact (see Fig.5.6 b). During 18th September, over bank flow occurred, however, as can 

be seen in Fig. 5.7, the hysteresis behavior for such high intense flood cannot be easily understood or 

captured though it has counterclockwise direction. Likely in another event happened on 23rd October which 

characterized by lower intensity than the 18th August event. Therefore, it can be inferred that for small 
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basins water slope hysteresis cannot be documented easily, the water surface slope dynamics are not 

informative in small basins and no clear hysteresis loops can be observed.   

Similarly, Fig. 5.6 c shows the temporal variations of water level recorded during January and February 

2018 for the same river. Obviously, the water levels ranged between 1.3 to 1.65 m. The corresponding 

temporal variations in water slope can be detected by in very tiny scales (i.e. 5 × 10-3%) as shown in Fig .5.6 

d.  

 

Figure 5.6 Temporal variations for water level and water surface slopes at the Basen River. 
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Figure 5.7 Temporal variations in water slope, corresponding (WS-WL) hysteresis for the Basen River. 

 

5.3.5 Does the turbidity dynamics correlate with streamflow and/or water surface slope 

variations? 

As far as it is  known, there are several studies concerns about the relationships between the SSC and Q and 

the corresponding hysteresis patterns generated and the reason behind each form. The author already 

concluded that there is no direct relationship between water surface slope and the discharge variations so 

that it cannot be directly interpret the (Q-WL) loops by means of (WS-WL) loops. Turbidity is commonly 

viewed as a proxy for determining the SS content in rivers by calibrating site-specific empirical 

relationships between turbidity and in-situ measured sediment concentration [45].  Then the author tried to 

inspect if there is a potential association or connection among the different river dynamics (Q, WS, WL, 

Turbidity). Fig.5.8 compares the dynamics of turbidity during high intensity events. However, it was found 

that turbidity dynamics are independent either from water slope or streamflow variations. 
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Figure 5.8 Temporal variations in water slope, temporal variations in streamflow, and temporal variation 

of water turbidity. 

 

5.4 Conclusions 

This chapter, a contribution toward monitoring the unsteady behavior of discharge-stage hysteresis in a 

mountainous river. In order to monitor the unsteady patterns of river discharge hysteresis estimated by 

means of a novel fluvial acoustic tomography system (FATS), the author therefore observed the 

corresponding river water surface slopes hysteresis during different rainfall events. 

Major conclusions can be summarized as follows:  

1. Temporal variations in water surface slope-stage during different scales of rainfall events forms 

different patterns of hysteresis loops which can be classified into three main categorize: (i) no 

hysteresis, (ii) clockwise hysteresis, and (iii) counterclockwise hysteresis. Similarly, streamflow-
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stage hysteresis can be classified into three main categorize: (i) no hysteresis, (ii) clockwise 

hysteresis, and (iii) counterclockwise hysteresis. 

2. River stage-discharge hysteresis is not solely match to its corresponding stage-water slope hysteresis. 

3. Low rainfall events generally do not imply any hysteresis behavior. Meanwhile, for medium and 

high intensity rainfall events lead to either clockwise or counter clockwise (WS-WL) hysteresis 

patterns.  

4. For medium and high intense hydrological events water slope show two peaks, the first water slope 

peak conveys information about the water slope-water level dynamics with “positive” or clockwise 

behavior. Whereas the second peak showed increasing of water slope over a certain water level.   

5. For medium and high intense hydrological events, water surface slope become almost constant after 

passing a certain level.  

6. It was noticed that for small basins water slope hysteresis cannot be documented easily, monitoring 

water surface slope dynamics are not informative in small basins and no clear hysteresis loops can 

be observed.   

7. It was found that turbidity dynamics are independent either from water slope or streamflow variations. 
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CHAPTER 6: Conclusions and Future works 
 

6.1 Main conclusions 
 

The main purpose of this research is to investigate the issues subjected to long-term and high-frequency 

streamflow variations mainly by means of a novel hydroacoustic tomography system and comparing the 

new estimates to the other current and common methodologies used for continuous monitoring of 

discharges in unsteady shallow gravel-bed streams. Field observations of this dissertation were conducted 

mainly in the Gono River, which is a shallow gravel-bed river located in the city of Miyoshi, Japan. 

High-frequency monitoring of river discharge variations has received a slight interest in the world. This is 

because the most practiced method in the world is the indirect method for estimating discharge namely; RC 

method. Therefore, the main contribution of this work is to improve the knowledge about the unsteady 

dynamics of river discharge uncertainties over high frequency scales. The measurement techniques, 

analysis methodologies used herein can be applied to any river of different watershed areas from small to 

large ones.  

The specific conclusions and contributions of this study can be summarized as: 

i. Scaling characteristics of river discharge fluctuations determined by two approaches: RC since FATS. 

In contrast to the RC method, the results obtained by FATS are more accurate, because the discharge 

evaluated by FATS decomposes velocity and depth into two ratings instead of rating the stage 

component to discharge as done in the RC method which assumes that the river discharge in river is 

steady. 

ii. Unlike the RC approach, FATS detected a crossover time lagged by 42 ± 21 h, which is considerable 

and might indicate substantial values for larger watershed. The crossover time is mainly a function of 

the watershed area, andthe results indicated that crossover times observed by FATS are inversely 

proportional with the number of peaks. That is to say, the crossover time delayed as the total time for 

runoff event decreased according to the runoff events and dam flush inputs. 
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iii. The observed dam flush patterns of streamflow near to the Ozekiyama station by means of the FATS 

showed significant variation between the flushing point and the measuring station.  

iv. Fascinatingly, new phenomena were detected in this research that were not observed by the RC method, 

namely the presence of discharge secondary peaks (SDPs) and discharge shoulders (DSs) within DF 

events for discharges estimated by means of FATS. These features are linked to the unsteady behavior 

of the streamflow within a DF event. These phenomena may be justified due to the unsteady behavior 

of the river streamflow at a particular cross section is subject to spatial variations in water depth and 

velocity as a result of channel expansion and contraction. Furthermore, FATS can capture the river 

discharge-stage hysteresis, which is characterized by narrow and nested loops in the case of the Gono 

river. 

v. The behavior of T–Q hysteresis loops reflect the variations in channel scouring and deposition within 

dam flushing events. According to the sequence of peak turbidity and discharge, two types of T–Q 

loops were observed: counterclockwise, which was the most common type, and figure-of-eight loops. 

vi. Although it was relatively far from the dam flushing point to the observed location, the basic cause for 

counterclockwise hysteresis is more likely due to the soil erodibility and scouring during the flushing 

process across river waterway being mobilized from the great distance between the experiment site and 

the flushing points. 

vii. Temporal variations in water slope graphs during a single hydrological event exhibit two peaks. The 

first peak is subjected to the observed streamflow peak. Whereas, the second peak where observed in 

the falling limb and likely to be induced by the backwater effects. 

viii. Water slope-stage hysteresis patterns showed that the first water slope peak conveys information about 

the water slope-water level dynamics with “positive” or clockwise behavior, i.e. water level maxima 

precedes water slope peak. Meanwhile the second peak showed increasing of water slope over a certain 

water level.  
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ix. Streamflow-stage hysteresis for discharges estimated by CSA method had very narrow loops increases 

with large-scale rainfall events. Additionally, a quasi-steady state relationship between streamflow and 

water level can be observed. 

x. Streamflow-stage hysteresis for discharges estimated by means of FATS approach exhibited unsteady 

behavior. Similarly, the hysteresis loop increases with large-scale rainfall events.  

xi. Finally, it was demonstrated that FATS has high performance in detecting the unsteady behavior of 

streamflow and a promising key tool for investigating various hydrological issues in the field of water 

resources. 

6.2 Future works 
 

The research does not stop, enormous amount of points must be investigated, however, it is suggested 

some additional future investigations: 

 Since FATS was able to capture stage-discharge hysteresis loops clearly, it is recommended to 

carry out full hydrological year to examine the seasonal effect or any potential relationship between 

seasonality and stage-discharge hysteresis.  

 Examining the temporal variations of water-slope during different scales of rainfall events, 

probably water slope has different behaviors over various water levels. That is to say, the in low 

and medium rainfall scales the water slopes is influenced by stream morphology, depth, river-bed 

shape. However, it is important to understand the water slope behavior and the underlying issues 

in the case of over bank flows. 
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